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School Board Rejects 
AIDS Policy 
by Fred Berger 
On May 21 the Portland School Commit-
tee, after hearing testimony from members 
of The AIDS Project, rejected proposed 
policies regarding s tudents or employees 
who are "carriers of the HTLV-111 virus." 
The two seriously flawed proposals were 
developed by a committee which included 
teachers school administrators, a Student 
Cou~cil ' ·president, a physician, and a 
member of the City Health Department. 
They were assisted by the law firm of Drum-
mond , Woolsum, Plimpton , and 
MacMahon. 
AIDS-Line coordinator Gary Anderson 
and two other members of The AIDS Pro-
ject attended the meeting i!1 order to point 
out where the proposals were in conflict with 
existing state law and with accepted medical 
knowledge aboyt how AIDS is transmitted . 
A major problem with the proposal was 
in the area of confidentiality. The '' AIDS 
bill" recently passed by the Maine 
legislature severely restricts who can have · 
access to information &bout the results of 
anyone's antibody test. The School Commit-
tee proposal, however, would have required 
that an employee's or student's antibody test 
result be divulged to an Interdisciplinary 
Team charged with determining whether to 
allow that person to remain in school. In the 
case of an employee, the Interdisciplinary 
Committee would consist of'' l.) a medical 
doctor with expertise in AID~ or com-
municable diseases appointed by the School 
Board, 2,) the employee's physician, 3.) the 
school nurse, 4 .) the Superintendent of 
schools or his · designee and 5 .) the 
employee." In the case of a student, the 
principal of the student's school, the s~u-
dent's teacher, and the parents would be m0 
eluded on the committee. 
According to the new state law (L.D. 
2367) , however, it would be illegal for these 
people to have access to information about 
anyone's antibody status . Furthermore 
anyone violating the testee's confidentiality 
would be " liable to the subject of the test 
for actual damages and costs including at-
torney 's fees , plus a civil penalty of up to 
$1 ,000 for a negligent violation and up to 
$5 ,000 for an intentional violation." 
The means by which the school polic;y 
proposed to identify a student with AIDS, 
ARC, or a positive HTLV-III antibody test 
(no distinction was made between the three 
c_ategories) was also extremely controver-
sial. According to the proposed student 
policy : '' Any student who is a carrier of the 
AIDS virus , parent of a student who is a car-
r:er of the AIDS, ARC, or a positive HTLV-
III antibody test or other individual who 




By Brenda Bucnanan 
Maine voters asserted their opposition 
to regulation of reading material on June . 
10 when they overwhelmingly rejected a 
proposed law that would have made it a 
crime to sell or otherwise disseminate 
"obscene" material. The statewide vote 
was 72 percent opposed and 28 percent in 
favor of the measure, which was placed on 
,the ballot after an initiative ·petition was 
circulated by the Maine Christian Civic 
League. 
In the primary races, Democratic At-
torney General James Tierney topped a 
field of five candidates to win that party's· 
nomination, and Republican John Mc-
Kernan easily beat out Porter Leighton to 
win the right to be on the November gen-
eral election ballot. Also running for gov-
ernor throughout the summer and fall will 
be independent candidates Sherry Huber, 
and John Menario. 
Such a wide ma~gin of defeat for the 
obscenity proposal was not expected, but 
pre-election publicity apparently height-
_ened voter interest. Among the methods 
used by the group organized to fight the 
proposal, Maine Citizens Against 9ov-
ernment Censorship, were television ad-
vertisements depicting books such as Love 
Story and The Grapes of Wrath being 
tossed into a fire by a police-uniformed 
arm. Those ads also were shown before 
feature films in ·more than 80 movie the-
aters statewide. 
Opponents of the obscenity ban said it 
would amount to censqrship, ·and argued 
that it delineated no real standards of 
obscenity. 
Proponents of the measure argued that 
obscene material is dangerous to society, 
and they attempted to tie pornography 
with crimes against women and children. 
Those fighting the law agreed that there is 
· a serious problem in our society with vio-
lence, especially sexual violence, against 
women and children, but they disagreed 
that a ban on reading material would be 
an effective means of stopping such vio-
lence. " 
After the vote, representatives of a 
number of progressive groups held a press 
conference to explain what- they believe 
the lopsided vote meant. 
Dale McCormick., pre~ident of the 
Maine Lesbian / Gay Political Alliance, 
said the outcome of the referendum 
showed that Maine people will not be 
fooled by rhetoric designed to make them 
fearful. · 
"The Maine Christian Civic League has 
peaked" as a political power, McCormick 
said. 
Spokespeople for -the Maine Christian 
Civic League said after the vote that.,the 
group intends to stay active in Maine 
politics, and promised more campaigns 





(left to right:) Chrystos, Gloria Anzaldua, and Lauren Thiem 
Feminists Explore 
Women and Power 
by Elze . 
Nearly 500 women, many of them 
feminist· activists, the majority of them 
white and lesbian, gathered at the Uni-
versity of Southern Maine June 5-8 at A 
Conference on Women and Power. 
Sponsored by the Feminist Spiritual 
Community, Displaced Homemakers 
Project, University of Southern Maine 
Women's Forum, and the Maine Hu-
manities Council, the conference drew 
women from throughout New England, 
as well as a smattering from other states. 
"It was extraordinary," said Virginia 
Powers from Cape Porpoise who, along 
with Lauren Thiem from Portland, co-
ordinated the event. "It went beyond 
anything we imagined. We thought it 
would provide the possibility fo_r coali-
tion-building and it went so far beyond 
that concept. I am amazed." 
According to Powers, the idea for the 
conference emerged from the Feminist 
Spiritual Community following Reagan's 
election. Wondering how women could 
survive the next four years, members of 
the community decided to bring wome-n 
together collectively to explore that 
dilemma. Planning began in November 
1984. 
Several themes dominated the confer-
ence: bridging barriers such as racism, 
classism, heterosexism, ageism and able-
ism between women which serve to dis-
empower the feminist movement; shar-
ing· information about successful struc-
tures · created ~o empower women indi-
vidually and collectively; and exploring 
different perspectives on spiritual, politi-
cal, cultural and soc;ial power. 
Among the keynote speakers were: 
Johnella Butler, author and Chairperson 
of Afro-American Studies at Smith Col-
lege; writer and teacher Gloria Anzaldua, 
a Chicana lesbian from South Texas cur-
rently residing in the Bay Area and co-
editor of This Bridge Called My Back: 
Writings ·by Radical Women of Color; 
Native American . poet and lesbian 
Chrystos from Bainbridge Island, Wash-
ington; Barbara MacDonald, lesbian 
activist and co-author of Look Me in the 
Eye: Old Women, Aging and Ageism; 
and lesbian activist Lois Reckitt,. Vice-
President Executive of the ·National 
Organization for Women and former 
Director of the Family Crisis Shelter in 
Portland. 
Though the weekend was not without 
conflict, primarily around the presence 
of men during particular events and a 
desire by many participants for some 
women-only space, the pervasive tone 
was that set by FSC Coordinator Martha 
Lunney in her opening remarks Thurs-
day evening. 
Issuing a special greeting to the women 
of color attending Lunney said, "There 
are few women of color in the State of 
Maine. To the women of color at this 
conference I want to say, 'You are wel-
come here .' "Lunney encouraged every-
one to "take some kind of risk over the 
next few days so you get exactly what 
you want'out of this conference." 
Music and song played a prominent 
role in the conference activities, .as com-
posers and musicians Susai1 Savell and 
Molly Scott began two out of three plen-
ary sessions. Additionally, Casselberry 
and DuPree, a Rasta-feminist duo, 
performed original and interpreted reg-
gae, gospel, soul and jazz to a large and 
enthusiastic audience Friday evening. 
Composer, conductor and · recording 
artist Kay Gardner joined Savell and 
noted musician Barbara London on 
continued on page 5 
Let's 'Do It For the Children 
Maine citizens should feel proud at the strength of the message we 
·· gave the Maine Christian Civic League when we voted a resounding 
"NO" to the anti-obscenity referendum. 
Congratulations 1to all who worked so hard to defeat the referen-
dum proposal. 
However, we must not become .complacent. . 
, The Maine Christian Civic League recently moved its offices to 
Augusta. That should tell us .something. . · 
And, while he was conceding on election night, Jasper Wyman put 
us all on notice that more issue-oriented campaigns will be forthcoming. 
(By t!1e way, Jasper, if you're still interested in empowering women 
and children, we have some ideas on campaign directions for you. Feel · 
free to give us a caill.) 
We must support1, more than ever, orgailizations·such as the Maine 
Civil ~ifM:rties Union, the Maine Women's Lobby, the National 
Orgamzabon for Women, the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
the Maine Association for Handicapped Persons, the rape crisis center; 
and the battered women's shelters throughout the state, the NAACP, 
and other groups working towards real economic, social and political 
power for people who historically have had little. 
We must work to make this world truly a safe one for children and 
other human beings by promoting values of peace, equality, justice, 
and respe.ct. 
We must work towards eliminating the real barriers which divide 
and dise~power people - ageism, ableism, racism, classism, sexism, 
heterosex1sm. 
We must stop perJ~tuating the myth that America loves its children 
until feeding, clothing, educating, and housing them becomes more 
important than building bombs and sending Marines into Third World 
countries. 
We won this round, but when we look at the work that still needs 
to be accomplished the task is monumental. It is a task which needs 
everyone of us. · 
Let's do it ·for the children. 
(DE) 
Letters 
Dear Our Paper Collective, 
fascism - a political philosophy, move-
ment or..regimf! that exalts nation and race 
and stands for a centralized autocratic 
government headed by a dictatorial leader, 
severe economic and social regimentation, 
and forcible suppressi<_m of opposition. 
: bigot - ·one obstinately or intolerantly 
devoted to his (sic) own church, party, 
belief, or opinon. 
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate 
Dictionary 
I feel fascism and bigotry in all their fonns 
must be recognized and dealt with in us all . 
I do not feel either should lbe encouraged or 
condoned. 
The XX Chromosome League letters and 
supporting letters are not amusing, rational, 
or'productive. I feel that is unfortunate that 
Our Paper and most of us in the readership 
(by our silence) are giving audience to 
bigotry, fascism, and prejudice. 
We are all citizens of planet earth and 
must strive to work together positively . 
Sincerely , 
Albert Nickerson 
Open letter to the XX Chromosome League: 
I_ rejoiced a~ your la~l_ letter ( and , needed 
to do that because ·1 wept after I read your 
first) which addressed the naming of 
ourselves. 
I attended the Women and Power con-
ference and received so much from th~ wim-
min there that I am only naturally anxious 
to share some of that .. . to give some of it 
back. The best way I know how to do that 
is through sharing of the personal. This is 
the greatest source of knowledge and power 
~ we wimrpin have to offer each other. 
A new-found friend came over to me on 
the third day of the conference and asked 
me why I wore a DYKE button on my lapel. . 
Now understand, she herself will admit that 
she falls into the sexually-confused category 
and has not yet been radicalized into the 
lesbian-mode. (Notice I said Not Yet.) At 
first I was aware of a slight feeling of being 
uncomfortable. This came from having to 
take a knowledge from the visceral level and 
transport it to the cerebral. Thanks to her 
chiulenge, I now have the clarity to write 
this piece to all of you. 
Advertising Manager Wanted 
for Our Paper 
paid by commission 
For more information call 773-5540 or write OP, P.O .. Box 10744, : 
Portland, ME 04104. . . 
I could almost tell you the day that I called 
myself gay and then when I took that word 
and tossed it for lesbian. And now it is dyke 
most of the time. I look at those words as 
markers for where I was and am in my 
development. Once upon a time, I said the 
words "Why use labels? They're so-0-0-0 
confining .' ' That was before I saw that the 
labels already exist and I didn't make them 
up. It takes power to name something. 
Words are symbols for concepts and ideas 
... that is all and that is so very much. 
What I explained to my friend is that I am 
stripping the power from, not the word , but 
from the people who would attempt to use 
the word against me. The re-claiming of the 
word lesbian and dyke removes the power 
from "them" and empowers me. I had this 
great image of the word DYKE written in 
bold purple letters everywhere . . .in every 
bathroom stall, on every wall of every house 
in America, in every subway, on every 
school blackboard, in every newspape:r. It 
would be so blatant and so common that it 
becomes powerless as a weapon of fear. The 
weapon that is still used to keep girls and 
grown wimmin 'in their place.' The word 
would strike as much fear into the hearts of 
women as does the word. shoe. 
1 am not a total ass. I do remove my 
DYKE button from my lapel when in 
dangerous territory . Like the comer market 
or the local Burger King. And there is some 
self-disgust when I do tha~ but I do not want 
to be physically or verbally abused. I know 
the chances are increased if I use those 
words in public as my ·own. The ones that 
would try to hurt me with the words would 
have to find different ways to hurt me. 
There's no doubt in my mind that they 
would resort to other means of violem~e at 
their disposal. At the same time, I know that 
the greater the resistance the closer I am to 
the source ... the target. There is power in 
that knowledge. 
I have a sense of evolution. There is truth 
in the words 'labels are con~ni~g' 9~~ jt is 
not enough to see _that and nothing else. I 
have taken the word DYkE and 
1
lield it in 
the palm of my hand. I have turned it over 
and/examined it from every angle . .I have 
touched it and even taken a bite out of it . 
It tasted bitter-sweet. And then I laugh,ed at 
it and wondered how something that can fit 
into the palm of my hand could have seemed 
bigger than life. And I think that at some 
time I will complete the circle and find those 
words again. 
In all my glorious dyke-ness, 
Laurie "eal.dino 
O~ft1~ ~~·, 
96 COURT ST. 
Antique 5 Curio Shop 
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME. 
Open: Mon.-Sat. JO-5 
Sundays 12-5 
featuring art glass, 
decorative lamps, art deco, 
art nouveau, vintage 
clothing, and jewelry 
A Gay Uncle 
To Our Paper:, 
Last month my gay uncle died of an 
apparent heart attack in N.Y.C. My reac-
tion to the news was stunned silence. You 
see, he was only 55 years old. 
We had made plans for the future to-
gether. W!len he retired, he and his lover 
were to move to Portland and we would 
all live together as family. We imagined 
trips abroad, evenings at the symphony, 
intelligent conversations in good restau-
rants and more. The future looked so 
bright. 
Life with a gay uncle wasn't always 
easy, especially _at family reunions . l 
assure you he was very out of the closet. 
While everyone knew about him, no one 
knew about my queerness. The family 
explariation for me was "Stephen's al-
ways been hard of hearing. That's why 
he's so different." I said nothing. 
He knew of course. Oh yes. And you 
know what else? He understood. He 
understood I did not have the strength to 
say to everyone and above all myself, "I 
am what I am and I ain't what I ain't so I 
play the cards life dealt me." 
The family knows now and I don't care 
what they think. I still have my job, my 
apartment, and my books. The sun still 
shines, woods still have leaves, and birds · 
still fly. Nothing absolutely has changed 
except for me. I've changed and for the 
better. Through my uncle's sudden de-
mise I found the strength I needed. 
On May 9th 1986, a service was held in 
a small chapel in Manhattan in memory 
of Phillip Collins. Later that day, the 
body was cremated and the ashes scat-
tered about the city. More significantly-1 
May 9th was the 21st anniversary of my 
uncle and his lover's relationship. 
To youf health, 
Stephen Gorman 
........................ 1111111!.~.-~ -.. ,~ 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
We will. consider for publication 
any material that broadens our 
understanding of our lifestyles and 
of each other. Views and opinions 
appearing in the paper are those of 
the authors only. 
We request that all material sub-
mitted be signed and incJude an ad-
9ress and/or phone number so we 
can contact the author if editorial 
revisions need to be considered. We 
reserve the right to edit unsigned 
material as necessary. Within the 
pages of the newspaper, articles can 
appear anonymousiy, upon request, 
and strict confidentiality will be 
observed. No revisions or rejections 
of signed material will occur without 
dialogue with the author. 
We welcome and encourage all 
our readers to submit material for 
publication and share your com-
ments, criticisms and positive feel-
ings with us . Remember, OUR 
PAPER is Your Paper!!! 
DEADLINE for each issue is the 
10th of the month. 
















To Diane And Nancy : A Reply 
I read your objections to the ":Underpants 
and Ivory Soap" article/satire. My reaction 
was one of disappointment: and anger. In the 
interest of continued and meaningful 
dialogue , I shall detail the reasons behind 
my reaction . 
First of all , while both of you described 
the article as "vulgar," "irresponsible," 
and " offersive," only Nancy told us what 
she found vulgar, irresporisible , and offen-
sive. Diane, y.ou never botlhered. One of the 
strengths and beauties of the gay com-
munities (often overlooked by heterosexuals 
and sometimes some of us) i.s that we are 
not tied to a single, rigid .·role or standard. 
So please, do not assume ,, Diane, that we 
all share , understand, or ,even know your 
standards. 
Then to add insult to injury , you say you 
shall not advertise until every single article· 
meets your personal standards! One article 
out of line and zip! You withdraw funding. 
That's a pretty self-righteous and capitalistic 
thing to do. I mean, Our Paper is free so 
that it may reach as many people as possi-
ble. It is an important resource in the com-
munities . . You will probably continue 
reading Our Paper for free, ·even .though you 
have benefitted/would benefit and can afford 
to advertise. Do you screen everyone who 
comes into The Hitch to make sure each in-
dividual fits your personal standard? If you 
find one of .us "tasteless ,1 ' do you return her 
money? If a regular customer has one 
"tasteless" meal , what would you say if she 
left and refused to eat at your restaurant until 
- as you say - "better discretion is used 
in the content of" the food? There are so 
many forces against our very existence, why 
play power games among ourselves? And 
you talk about ... cheapening" the lesbi;gay 
communities! 
It also seems to me, Diane and Nancy, 
that there is a bigger issue than one ques-
tionable article as far as "vulgarity" and 
"cheapening" the lesbi-gaJ communities . 
This is the fact that two of the distribution 
sites of Our Paper are pornographic 
bookstores. Study after study has shown that 
the number of rape and child molestation. 
cases are higher in areas where the distribu-
tion-of pornography is higher. This is known 
to the point that there are articles in 
mainstream newspapers. 7-l l stores have 
willingly discontinued carrying Penthouse 
and Playboy (even though that means a 
money loss) because of the connection of 
pornography distribution and child molesta-
tion. Pornography also propagates racism, 
ageism, homophobia, and sexism as well as 
violence. It bei'ng known that pornography 
is detrimental to the welfare of all wimmin 
(lesbian~ includes) and children (our 
children included), we as lesbians should not 
want to support, with the presence of Our 
Paper, any store whose specific purpose is 
to pander to our demise and subjugation. 
Thank you, Diane and Nancy, I have been 
meaning to write Our Paper ever since I 
read the list of distribution sites. Incidental-
ly , I cannot find the list in the last three 
issues. Does this mean, Ouf Paper collec-
tive , that you do not distribute out of The 
Treasure Chest stores any more? 
My next point is addressing the accusa-
tion that ''articles such as 'Underpaq_ts and 
Ivory Soap: Lesbian Safe Sex' do not con-
tribute anything to the gay community . ' 1 I 
wholeheartedly disagree! Black people have 
\)e!;!n using humor to strengthen ourselves 
and our communities and .to recognize our 
issues as real for centuries . Listen, Nancy , 
to the issues that comedians Whoopi 
Goldberg, Richard Pryor, Moms Mably , 
and Flip Wilson talk about: racism, lyn-
ching, unemployment; drug abuse, the 
Holocaust, and prison. Funny topics? No , 
but the larger message comes across, that 
being: we exist! Our problems are real! You 
cannot ll!ake us invisible! We celebrate our 
existence! As well as facing ,the problems, 
we do celebrate! We celebrate our family, 
our culture, and our survival. Your lack of 
this survival skill is how I figured out that 
probably you are both white. I suggest, to 
Diane in particular, to the white lesbi-gay 
communities in general, that you quit 
wasting everyone's time with your self-
righteous indignation and learn to strengthen 
and celebrate lesbi-gayness through humor. 
Some have already learned. I do not know 
anyone who does not like relevant but ir-
reverent Kate Clinton. 
Lastly , I do not believe, Nancy, that gay 
· men found the article/satire so offensive, 
since only two wimmin bothered to write in 
to Our Paper. 
In all honesty, 
Denise Tuggle 
Po_rtland 
.• ........................... . 
Dear Jane B. Weed , 
I ' m writing in response to your letter in 
· the May issue of "Our Paper." 
You describe the ad for ''Communiques'' 
as offensive, gross and disgusting. You ask 
"must our racism show so blatantly" in 
regards to the use of a black woman. 
You criticize the ad yet you 'gripe,' are 
'grossed out' because · men go to Entre-
Nous . You claim this is a woman-hating 
world, that we are beaten, raped every 
minute of every day, that our oppressors are 
men. You pass judgment on someone else , 
for at whatever point you judge the other you 
are condemning yourself because you who 
pass judgment do the same thing. Do you 
honestly believe men are the source of all 
our. problems? Blacks, Jews, the poverty 
stricken , the crippled and retarded, the 
elderly. Are they not under oppression? And 
by whom? Man and woman, black and 
white, it is the heart that curses and is full 
of bitterness causing dissension and strife · 
amongst humanity and not men in specific! 
Personally, I have gay and straight men 
as my closest and· dearest friends . . They· are 
my brothers and I care for them very much 
as they do for me. I enjoy being with them 
at Entre-Nous . They have helped to make 
Entre-Nouse what it is, a safe place where 
one can go and be amongst friends. When 
you complain about men being in Entre-
Nous and using the pool table, you are 
discriminating against my brothers. 
You end your letter by signing "In 
sisterhood and love." You may have heard 
it said, 'love your neighbor and ~ate your 
enemy.' But God says 'love your enemies 
and pray for those who persecute you.' For 
God causes His sun to rise on the evil and 
the good and sends rain on the righteous and 
unrighteous. If you love those who love you, 
what reward would you get? 
Compassion, kindness and understanding 
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Dear Our Paper: 
·A~ ,d>.W.·A: , .I'wi~hto exp;e; s my ap-
predat:ic:m·to.the:people who have helped me 
deal with having AIDS . . 
Thanks to. education, I have had a much 
easier time dealing with doctors, hospitals 
and their staff than some of my friends had 
only a year ago. (Toy Jente(?l.) ' 
Thanks to the disease; I have· become 
POLITICAL! I applaud the M-.L.G.P.A. for 
drafting the AIDS Bill which has ·passed the 
·1egislature and releases_in July 1986, near-
ly $90,000 for education about AIDS and 
resources for services to P.W.A.s and their 
families . Thank you Dale McCormick, and 
all the other people who,.... have made me 
" Politically Aware." · 
Thank you , Gary Anderson and the· peo-
ple who have volunteered their time to man 
the AIDS hotline and for forming the AIDS 
PROJECT. 
My family deserves a special thanks. They 
have, by and large, given me incredible un-
conditio!}al love and support. And have done 
so under adverse conditions. 
Special thanks to the support group with 
whom I meet once a week, and without 
whom some_days/nights-/weeks would have 
been VERY difficult! (You know who you 
are!) 
Thanks to Steve Gervais, Stephen Vigue, 
and the staff at The Cafe for allowing me 
to be me. 
THANK YOU!, Bert and Judy, for 
removing COORS Beer from your inven-
tories at my suggestion . . . BOYCOTT 
COORS! 
Special thanks to my Landlords who have 
allowed me to live with dignity. 
Thanks to Dr. Wallingford who fiirst 
diagnosed my Kaposi's Sarcoma, and got 
me prompt (same day) specialist attention. 
Special thanks to Dr. Pickus and his staff, 
who have put me at ease and allowed me to 
participate in my getting well. 
Thanks to the people at MMC who put me 
at ease while undergoing radiation therap1y 
five days a week for four weeks. My cancc!r 
is now in remission! 
I am moving back to San Francisco near 
the end of June, 1986, and wanted to thank 
all the people who have had a positive ef-
fect on my life since I was diagnosed on 
January 29, 1986 as positive Kaposi's Sar-
. coma, (AIDS)!!! Which caused _my worfd 
to take a sickening lurch toward the 
unknown. I have learned to live each day 
as it comes. And thanks to all my friends, 
it has been much easier. THANK YOU 
ALL! 
John R. Lunt 
·-· ~ . ... .. ... . ' ............................ 
Dear Our Paper, 
An item in the May , 1986 issue once again 
reminded me that the fight for lesbian and 
gay freedom and feminism sometimes takes 
divergent paths. I noticed that you listed 
Treasure Chest, ·a local porn shop, as a 
distributor of Our Paper. At one time I was 
able to get the paper through the Public 
Library which serves a much wider variety 
of people. I now see that you have stooped 
to a store which promotes women's oppres- · 
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Route 1 Ogunquit, Maine .646-9282 
"Where Men Meet Men" 
We are now open daily!! 
8:00 pm .:... 1 :00 am 
Come join us Saturdays & Sundays for 
Happy Hour 4:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
All well drinks $2.00 
Bud or Bud Light $1.50 
2nd Annual Al DS Benefit Auction 
Wed., July 30th 
8:00 at The Club 
Partial Proceeds To 
The Maine Health Foundation 
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Lesbian au1thor and activist Barbara MacDonald · 
Reflections on the . . 
Women and P~ower Conference 
by Lynn Deeds 
The Feminist Spiritual Community along 
with others presented four days of intensive 
workshops and keynote presentations ex-
ploring feminist visions, theology, valiues 
and insights. Overwhelming at times, the 
conference started with "A Feminist Vision 
for the Future,'' and progressed from 
various forms of oppression to ways of over-
coming oppression. The conference ended 
on a note of hope with both musical celebra-
tion and spiritual reflections. 
Over 350 women attended the conference 
with reasons and needs as varied as the 
women themselves. As a women just learn-
ing of my own power, I attended the con-
ference to find a starting point for my futiure • 
growth. In the opening remarks , all present 
were requested to think of why they attended 
and to take a risk to fulfill that goal. 
Unknown to me at the time, my · risk 
occurred when I attended a workshop on low 
income women. In our capitalist_ic society, 
money is power. For a woman with little, or 
no money, it follows that the woman would 
also have little to rio power. However, I 
found that money implies power; but, real 
power comes from knowing oneself. There 
is also a considerable risk in knowing 
oneself. All outward appearances may lie , 
but inwardly we know our own truth. Us-
ing truth as a building block, we begin to 
take power over our lives. 
Exploring further, I found a workshop 
which dealt with ways in which lesbians 
could work for a "good" society. When 
faced with homophobia and oppression, a 
"good" society seems impossible to attain. 
Once the "good" society is broken down 
to what each individual can do to work for 
our common goal, the impossible becomes 
quite possible. Through this insight I reaf-
firmed my commitment to "come-out" to 
my parents. One small step of educating 
heterosexuals will grow with each person 
who chooses to take that risk. 
Feminist groups seem more open to tak-
ing risks. In the past, some feminist groups 
seemed reluctant to accept lesbians. These 
groups feared lesbianism would tarnish their 
reputation (i.e., that of white, middle class, 
heterosexual women). As these groups reach 
out to all women, risking reputations to fur-
ther our common cause, they realize the 
diversity of women. Throughout ttie con-
ference, facilitators stressed the importance 
of diversity . White, middle-class, heterosex-
ual women, for example, share a common 
plight with women of color, working women 
and lesbians. Labels must be seen as a 
method of reclaiming our history . The 
women of color helped white women to 
realize we have a history rooted in Euro-
American backgrounds just as they have a 
rich cultural history. Through discovering 
our histories and our sisters' histories, we 
can move forward respecting the differences 
which make us all unique. 
Feminist theology celebrates the uni-
queness of all life . The assumption that 
"Man" is above all else, except God, has 
led to widespread abuse of power, resources 
and all living things. Through feminist 
theology, the Goddess can be viewed as, a 
part of the whole. It also provides us with 
a necessity to be responsible for what hap-
pens in the world. We must speak the truth 
of what we know . Take for example, a 
hypothetical story about a rare wildflower 
which is near extinction. On a piece of land, 
it thrives . A developer feels a group of con-
dominiums would also thrive there. The 
question posed is do we have the right to 
eliminate a species of life to further our in-
terests? For me to answer this question 
of life , I have a responsibility towards the 
flower and its well-being. To know of my 
responsibility means I need to speak truthful-
ly concerning the flower, i.e. the flower is 
part of life and has every right to thrive un-
disturbed by what I see as an injustice 
(development of this particular piece of 
land) . I have the power to choose not to pro-
mote development and, if necessary, take 
action against such development. Power 
does not always come in the · form of 
violence. Mahatma Gandhi and Martin 
Luther King are two well known people who 
used power non-violently. Of course, 
feminist theology goes beyond power and 
truth issues. At the conference, many 
women demonstrated a greater understand-
ing of feminist theology and provided 
background and inspirations for future con-
ference issues. 
With our days filled with much inspira-
tion and points to be digested, we turned to 
the evening entertainments for a way to 
reduce the intensity of the day 's work. On 
Friday evening, we danced , sang and kept 
the beat with Casselberry and Dupree . 
Called a Rasta-feminist duo who perform a 
blend of original and interpreted reggae , 
gospel, soul , jazz, acoustic guitar and acap- · 
pella vocals, they interspersed music with 
their own values and beliefs. For those who 
felt a need to continue the festivities, a disco-
lounge was offered both Friday and Satur-
day night. In addition, a cultural sharing 
space was provided Saturday night with 
women reading poetry , providing music and 
sharing talents. A Contra Dance topped off 
Saturday night's entertainment. 
The closing ceremony held Sunday mor-
ning brought together ideas and insights. We 
sang and chanted, intoned and kept the beat. 
With musical meditation provided by Kay 
Gardner , Susan Savell and Barbara London, 
and reflections on spirituality and power 
provided by Carter Hey\\1'ard, I began to see 
spiritual pathways unfold . For me, the 
" Women and Power" conference was just 
a beginning. 
_ ..... ..._...__ · based on my view of feminist theology, I Co-coordinator Lauren Thiem 
Composers and musicians Kay Gardner and Susan Savell 
Photos: Barb Puls 
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need to see the flower as a part of life or 
a part of the whole. When viewed as a palrt 
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Sunday morning for· an exploration of 
feminist per.~p\!~tiv~s_on spirituality and . 
power. ' · · · 
More than sixty workshops explored 
themes in women's spirituality, labor 
union organizing and other economic 
justice issues, healing arnd meditation, 
incest and sexual abuse, health care 
models, music and art, communication 
among Jewish and Christian women, 
peace issues, Third World women and 
feminism, creativity and empowerment, 
lesbians of color, homophobia, ableism, 
reproductive technology and choice, 
goddess traditions, substance abuse, class 
issues , ageism, Native American women 
and feminism, and femillist theology, 
among others. 
"l can't remember when I've seen so 
many high-powered, activist women in 
one place," said one conference partici-
pant. These sentiments, and similar ones, 
were echoed by many women throughout 
the weekend. 
A theme that would be echoed by 
blasted the media's trivialization of that 
' period reflected- in its use of the term 
· "The Me Generation," and its reduction 
. of the events to a generation.Ji) · fight. 
· Rather, said MacDonald, the young 
revolutionaries posed a real threat to the 
capitalist system and were changing the 
face of America. The establishment's 
fears were heightened, she _said, by the 
revolt of angry young Black people who 
were also kept off the labor market and 
who had and still have the highest unem-
ployment rate in the country. 
The protests were quelled not only by 
violent force , but by calling the revolu-
tioh.aries children , said MacDonald. 
"The history of the rebellion was being 
erased even while history was being 
made," she said, referring to the system's 
refusal to recognize the adult stake these 
youth had in society. 
MacDonald charged the powers-that-
pe with deliberatly separating the gener-
ations for profit. "They coopted the real 
revolutionary potential of young people 
by turning them into Pepsi Generation 
robots," she said, pointing to multi-
"Do you realize the power of a male-defined memory bank 
after all we've been through to uncover our own memories 
and our histories? Don't even use one unless it has an 
indestructible Dale Spender, Paula Gideon, Mary Scott, 
Lillian Faderman, Emily Pankhurst memory bank built 
into it." -Author and activist Barbara MacDonald 
others throughout the weekend was 
introduced by Johnnella lButler Thurs-
day night, namely, that the feminist 
movement cannot reach its potential as 
long as differences amon,g women go 
unrecognized and cultural diversity un-
celebrated. Anglo-Americans should 
begin to look at themselves as one ethni-
city among many, she said, rather than 
viewing themselves as the norm and 
everyone else as "other." '"We need to 
replace othe.rness with togetlnerness," said 
Butler. She said that women must know 
their history before they can transform 
themselves. 
MacDonald's keynote drew sustained 
applause and a standing ovation. Asking 
those assembled where the old women 
were, MacDonald, who is seventy-three, 
asserted , "We have come a long way, 
baby, but we didn't bring anyone with us 
much older than ourselves." MacDonald 
said the median age of feminists in the 
women's movement is about forty. 
Calling the patriarchal family tl)e pri-
mary tool used by those in power to 
divide and colonize women, MacDonald 
discussed how ageism, "born and bred in 
families ," serves corporate interests, 
shapes the lives of all people in American · 
society, and disempowers feminism as a 
revolutionary force . 
Tracing the evolution in the definitions 
and the roles of"childhood" and "moth-
erhood" from pre- to post-Industrial 
Revolution , MacDonald explained how 
women became the servants to an elite 
class of Y,oung people whose role as chil-
dren was extended to keep them from 
competing with their fathers in the labor 
market. 
Defining tlie 60's ·as a time of serious 
challenge to the consumerism, sexism, 
classism, racism and "macho war poli-
cies" of the establishment, MacDonald 
million dollar industries which cater to 
and falsely ~mpower the young with an 
illusion of power tied to consumer goods. 
Using computer advertisements to 
illustrate promotional material geared to 
young people which devalues older peo-
ple, MacDonald added, "We have to be 
out of our minds if we are not wary of a 
male technology that gives us a memory 
bank while it erases and derides the 
knowledge o"r all generations, except the 
most inexperienced of a population, by a 
sales pitch." She drew shouts of appreci-
ation when she added, "Do you realize 
the power of a male-defined memory 
bank after all we've been through to un-
cover our own memories and our his-
tories? My advice is don't buy one. Don't 
even use one unless it has an indestruc-
tible Dale Spender, Paula Gideon, Mary 
Scott, Lillian Faderman, Emily Pank-
hurst memory bank built into it." 
MacDonald pointed to Third World 
countries as models where old and young 
work together in common struggle to 
change society. She finished by urging 
everyone to fight against the division of 
the generations here in the United States, 
"i n the heart of the beast," warning that 
the United States is exporting ageism to 
other countries. "We all have power," 
she affirmed. "It's not having the guts to 
use it that makes us powerless. It 's time 
to act on many fronts." 
Both Anzaldua and Chrystos ad-
dressed how ignorance and racism cun-
stitute barriers between women and di-
lute the strength of the, feminist move-
ment. "I give to you, but you don't give 
me as much as I give you and I'd like that 
to change pretty fast," said Anzaldua to 
the white feminists in the audience. She 
urged white women to end their self-
imposed silence, "the fear you have of 
saying the wrong thing to a woman of 
color," and to "stop assuming your way 
of viewing the world is correct." "We 
need a pluralistic point of view," Anzal-
dua said. 
She praised events like the conference 
because "We get to face each other, tal.k, 
to each ·other eye to eye even if there's 
anger and misunderstanding." Women 
can begin to stop oppressing each other 
by developing a tolerance (or contradic-
tions and a sensitivity to each other's 
needs. 
"Everything you think you know about 
Native people is probably a lie," said 
Chrystos. Stating that her poetry is. not 
separate from her politics, she urged par-
ticipants to find out what is happening to 
N11tive people at Big Mountain and . to 
demand the repeal of P.L. 93-531 which 
is opening Native lands to mining inter-
ests and mandating the relocation of the 
Dine (Navajos). Struggling to hold back · 
tears, Chrystos said, "It is the moral 
responsibility of feminists to actively 
protect indigenous people from further 
genocide and land theft." 
Speaking to the theme of overcoming 
barriers Chrystos said, "We haven't as 
feminists been able to leap the gaps of 
race, culture, class and physical differ-
ences which cause us to mistrust one 
another." This weakens feminism as a 
political and social force, she continued. 
Warning that feminism has historically 
meant attempts by white women to gain 
the status of white men, Chrystos called 
upon participants "to change how we 
treat one another and to learn what has 
to be done to change the lives of all 
women." "Power must have roots in 
understanding or it becomes evil," she 
said. 
A NOW activist in Maine since 1971, 
Lois Reckitt discussed the impact of 
organized religion in public policy and 
charged traditional religion with reduc-
ing women's expectations for their lives. 
The goal of feminism, said Reckitt, is to 
"create a revolution worth living for." . 
Feminists wli9 . call themselves radical 
should feel proud, she said, because it 
means changing the world's problems at 
their roots. She cited abortion rights, 
IXIDS, apartheid in South Africa, genital 
mutilation, and federal spending priori-
ties as important issues for feminists to 
addres.s. 
Co-coordinator Virginia Powers 
(seated) and Johnnella Butler, 
Chairperson of Afro-American Studies 
at Smith College 
Though the movement has suffered 
setbacks, said Reckitt, she praised its 
successes, adding, "We wouldn't be see-
ing such a reaction from the right wing if 
we hadn't been so successful." 
She ended by sharing her answer to 
the question, "From where springs our 
hope?" Quoting Joanne Dauphinee, a 
Maine N.O. W. activist whose name 
elicited applause from conference-goers, 
Reckitt said, "l've 'learned the power of. 
the small voice- insistent, persistent .. '. 
We are the connectors between all that is 
good and courageous about the past and 
all that gives light and hope to the future. 
We are the promise that justice and 
equality are possible, and proof it is 
worth the effort ... " 
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A national network of feminist activists 
is sponsoring an actio-n call'ed Women Take 
Lioerty on August 3 anhe Statue of Liber-
ty in· New York. The organizers, Women 
Rising· in Resistance (WRR), say the pur-
pose of the event is "to dedicate the statue 
to Libe~ty, Equality, Sisterhood and Peace, 
and to affirm a feminist visioli1 of what our 
society can be. '' 
.. Global Gayzette 
The alternative dedication is important , 
WRR says, because they believe feminist 
values will not be represented on July 4 
when the IOOth anniversary of the recently-
rehabilitated statue is marked. 
The action is planned for Liberty Island 
in New York Harbor, Battery Park in New 
York City , and Liberty State Park in New 
Jersey. The goal, WRR says, iis to "fill the 
island with women loving women of every 
race, class and kind ." For more informa-
tion, contact WRR at P.O. Box 257, Nor-
thport, NY 11768, or call (718) 768-4602 . 
(Bay Windows) 
Neighborhood opposition to a women's 
social and health club being operated in a 
_famaica Plain building has led the Boston 
Lice.nsing Board to refuse to transfer a li-
quor license to The Saints, a women's col-
lective that used to run a bar in that city's 
financial district. 
Consequently, The Saints is looking for 
another location for its club, and has placed 
on the market the building it thought was go-
ing to be the site of a dream coming true. 
The Saints have been looking for another 
space since the downiown bar named after 
the collective closed about five years ago. 
Last December, the copective bought the 
Jamaica Plain building, which used to be a 
social club for German-Americ:ans, assum-
ing that the liquor license would ,be 
transferable to the group. That was not the 
case, however, and when neighbors mobi-
lized again/it The Saints, . the licensing 
authorities denied the license. During the 
six-month fight, the building was renovated 
by volunteers from the lesbian community. 
That fact made the defeat all the more pain-
ful, according to collective members. 
The Saints still intend to open a club for 
women that will be consistent witth its vision, 
which includes smoke and ·alcohol-free 
space as well as dancing and food. They are · 
currently searching for another building. 
(Gay Community News) 
Sout!'t ,(\frican g~y~·arid ~~ti-apartheid ac-
tivist, S_imGl) Nkodi and ,21 .others active· i.n . 
fighting that, i:iation 's .~ac,:ial oppression res 
main in prison pend_ing. their trial for 
treason, subvers.ion andniurder; after being 
denied bail for the second time. Their trial 
is in its third month . 
The grounds given for denying bail to the 
activists was that the country's security ,is 
too fragile to chance further unrest that they 
. n:iight stimulate if set free . The government 
is trying to prove that the 22 caused violent 
protests to erupt in the Transvaal in 1984, 
and is blaming the deaths of several govern-
ment officials on the group. 
The Gay Association of South Afr1ea 
(GASA) has come·under fire for failing to 
support Nkodi , who was active in the na-
tion's gay movement before his impr.isen-
ment. However , there are rumors in this 
spring that two articles about the trial and 
Nkodi were due to appear in an upcoming 
edition of Exit, a newspaper with ties to 
GASA . Most of the trial has been held 
behind closed doors , because the govern-
ment has said the identity of its informers 
must be protected. That has meant there has 
been little coverage of the proceedings by 
the general media. 
(The. Body Politic) 
In November, Massachusetts residents 
will vote on an anti-abortion referendum 
that, if passed, would prohibit Medicaid 
benefits for abortion and . could prevent 
private insurers from covering abortion. 
Voted out to referendum by the 
Legislature on a 123-69 tally, the measure 
could result in abortion becoming illegal in 
Massachusetts if fede_ral laws protecting 
women's right to abortion were overturned. 
Immediately after the Legislature's action, 
feminist activists swung into action. Pickets 
outside the State House have been organ-
ized, and protestors have placed coat 
hangers on the fence that surrounds the State 
House. 
Similar initiatives have been inti:oduced in 
Washington and Oregon. 
(Gay C<;>mmunity News) 
July Decision Expected 
in So,domy ~hallenge 
by Terri Jones 
TJte United States Supreme Court is ex-
pected. to.hand down a decision this month 
in a case challenging the constitutionality of 
Georgia's sodomy law. The challenge was 
brought by Michael Hardwick, a gay man, 
and an unnamed married couple. 
The challenge comes as a result of the 
Aug. 3, 1-982 arrest of Hardwick for com-
mitting sodomy with a consentinig male adult 
in the bedroom of his own home. Georgia 
statute makes criminal any sexual act involv-
ing the sex organs of one person and the 
mouth or anus of another. Charges were 
brought against Hardwick but laiter dropped; 
Hardwick then filed suit in federal district 
court asking that the law be declared 
unconstitutional. 
Resolution of the case is expected to 
revq.lve around the difficult, if not vague, 
right to privacy standard articulated by the. 
Supreme Court in Griswold v. Connecticut. 
In that case, involving a law prohibiting the 
use of contraceptives, the Court struck down 
the law because it unduly interfered with the 
sanctity of the marriage relationship. The 
_ right to privacy was further denied in Roe 
v. Wade which found the.right to an abor-
tion to be within the constitutionally-
protected area of privacy. 
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The issue of privacy proved to be crucial 
to th~ Court of Appeal's (11th Circuitj're-
mand of the Hardwick case. Saying that the 
''intimate association protected against state 
interference does not ex.ist in the marriage 
relationship alone ... ,'' the Eleventh Circuit 
found that "[t]tie benefits of marriage can . 
inure to individuals outside the traditional 
. marital relationship . For some, the sexual 
activity i!t·question here serves the same pur-
pose as the intimacy· of marriage.', 
The fact that Hardwick was arrested for 
activities conducted in his own bedroom 
weighed heavily on the Eleventh Circuit. 
That decision stated ''we pay heed to the fact 
that he plans to carry out his sexual activity 
in private . . . the constitutional protection of 
privacy reaches its height when the state at-
tempts to regulate an activity in the home." 
The Eleventh Circuit then remanded the case 
for trial, at which time Georgia must show 
a compelling state interest in regulating this 
behavior in order to prevail in the case . 
The case reached the Supreme Court on 
petition from the Attorney General of 
Georgia . The Court heard o.~al arguments 
on the case in"Marclt . · 
. ~ .. ~ - ... ... 
.; .:• ..... -.... "7.llf.- - w 
It is estimated that 15 ,000 people wore 
pink triangle stickers bearing the legend 
"Foster Equality '! on May 16 as a protest 
of Massachusetts' controversial foster care 
policy that makes it all but impossible for 
lesbians and gay men to be foster parents . 
The statewide protest, organized by 
groups that have fought the policy since two 
young brothers were removed from the 
home 'of a gay couple in Boston last year, 
als6 included a rally at the State House at-
tended by about 250 people. The rally, held 
at noon, involved speakers from gay , 
religious and human service groups and in-
cluded musical performances . 
Many of those who wore the stickers were 
employees of the state human services 
department, according to organizers. Their 
union had mailed 2,000 stickers to local 
offices. · 
The policy adopted by Massachusetts with 
- the backing of Governor Michael Dukakis 
who-previously had been supported by many 
lesbians and gay men, essentially says the 
Department of Social Services should place 
foster children in settings that are as near 
to "normal" as possible. For the purposes . 
. of the law, homes of lesbians and gay men 
are not considered "normal.'' 
A lawsuit that challenges the policy has 
been file.ct by several groups. 
(Bay Windows) 
A pair of California women went to court 
to secure their right to attend their high 
school prom together after their boyfriends 
refused to take them. 
Stephanie Salgado and Marie Hawkins of 
Salinas were met with opposition when they 
told people they would be escorting eaclh. 
other to the prom. Their plan was challenged . 
by the student council, which said there is 
a policy of allowing couples only at the! 
dance. Presumably, they do not consider 
same_-sex couples as bona fide couples. 
That decision of the student council was 
backed by the school principal, superinten-
dent of schools and the school board. 
Salgado and Hawkins didn't give up, 
howev.er, and they prevailed in court. They 
attended the prom on the strength of a count 
order. One of the songs played during the 
evening was "Skip The Slow Dance," a 
tune composed for the occasion by thos(: 
who apparently think close dancing is for 
male-female couples only. 
(Sojourner) 
In West Germany, the prog~~§siv.e Green 
Party has proposed legislation that would 
abolish a section of the penal code that gay 
rights groups have been trying to repeal 
since the tum of the century . The section, 
Article 175, was the target of a repeal cam-
paign ip the first part of the 20th Century . 
It was used in amended form during the days 
of Nazi rule to send thousands of gay men 






Women opposed to nuclear weapons 
opened a peace camp on July 4, 1983 adja-
cent to the Seneca Army Depot in Romulus, 
New York. According to the newsletter-
from The Women's Encampment for a 
Future of Peace and Justice, the Seneca Ar-
my Depot is the largest U.S. Army nuclear 
weapons storage depot in the world .. 
A major action is planned for Saturday, 
July 5 . The day, "A Declaration of In-
terdependence," will include street theatre, 
workshops, and civil disobedience for those 
who choose to participate: Women are asked 
to arrive on Friday if they can to allow time 
to share ideas . 
The Enaampment is also planning "A 
Week of Focus: Dancing in the Face of 
Despair," July 25-August I. 
For further information about. these events 
contact:"Seneca Women's ·Encampment for _ 
a Future of Peace and Justice, 5440 Route ' 
96, Romulus, New York 14541, 
607-869-5825. 
The Encampment is also in need of dona-
tions to continue as a presence of peace and 
alternative ways of living. Women off the 
land are needed for fundraising and educa-
tional presentations. 
(NEXT MONTH IN OUR PAPER: AN 
INTERVIEW WITH WOMEN FROM 
THE SENECA ENCAMPMENT.) 
BY APPOINTMENT 
d\!icfz.ofaj_ C. cl/·D:.xa.ndu 
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Lesbia1i Origins Reviewed 
· LESBIAN ORIGINS, by Susan Cavin. San 
Francisco: Ism Press, Inc., 19.85, 288 pp. , 
$9.00 paper. , 
by Barbara Lecle1rc 
This much we know: .the existence of 
Amazons has neither been proven nor 
disproven. Susan Cavin provides extensive 
-documentation of several Amaizon sightings 
that have occurred over the centuries but she 
still feels compelled to describe social 
science's negative response to Amazon 
phenomena, much to the amusement of her 
readers: 
There are perhaps few subjects of 
inquiry which excite the patiriscientific 
stamp of denial as quickly as the men-
tion of Amazans. Some patriscientists 
argue that wherever Anuizans are 
thought to exist, they are instead 
''beardless nuile warriors'' mistaken 
for women. A global case of mistaken 
sexual identity, is it possible? 
That negation of the Afrunons theory 
might explain away one or two or 
three historical sightings of these 
peculiar UFOs (unidentified fighting 
objects), but certainly not all. Accep-
tance of this negative argument would 
require acceprance of the precarious 
notion that no one on five continents 
can distinguish the sex of a person or 
an army. That seems doubtful. 
about by a low male birth rate, but rather 
by 'most m.ales leaving society at 
adolescence. Original society, therefore, had 
a high degree of physical separation of the 
sexes. Heterosexuality occurred only for 
purposes of reproduction while female asex-
uality and lesbianism occurred year-round. 
"Exclusive heterosexuality may be present 
at origin, as I expect all sexualities spon-
taneously are. Yet, exclusive heterosex is 
not the numerical 'norm' of human sex 
origin, as patriscientists tend to assume. I 
expect that bisex is more frequent than ex-
clusive heterosex." Cavin's society of origin 
resembles the primarily female hordes of 
some species of non-human primates in the 
wild. 
Cavin theorizes that women were not op-
pressed by gynosociety because the high 
female/low male sex ratios gave women 
greater power over their lives and most im-
portant , freedom of diverse sexual expres-
sion . Moreover, she maintains that high 
female/low male sex ·ratios were functional 
for both sexes. 
Women's oppression began with the tran-, 
sition to patriarchy. Transitional patriarchy 
(JO, 000-1 , 000 B. C.) was characterized by 
adolescent and adult males forcing 
themselves into female society and by a 
reversal of the sex ratios to high male/low 
female, accomplished through female infan-
ticide. Males then impo~ed exclusive 
heterosexuality upon women, which brought 
about the persecutiori of nonheterosexual 
Cavin's society of origin resembles the primarily female 
hordes of some s1,ecies of non-~uman primates in the 
wild. 
Lesbi~n Origins isn ' t really a boo\ about 
Amazons. I use the quotation to illustrate the 
motley exchanges between traditional and 
feminist scholars and also Cavin's sense of 
jocularity , a quality too rarely expressed in 
academic writing - Lesbian, Origins was 
originally . Cavin 's doctoral dissertation in 
political sociology at Rutgers-University . 
The book offers a new theory about" the 
origin of society, lesbianism, and women's 
oppression and in the process challenges the 
heterosexual bias of the sociall sciences. Its 
practical purpose is to offer women ideas on 
· how to escape from patriarchy . 
Cavin postulates that at origin,' society was 
gynosociety (female society}, which was 
composed of female homosocial relation-
ships - social ties between females, such 
as mother/daughter, aunt/niece, sisters , 
grandmother/granddaughter, female friend-
ships, and female love relationships . 
The high female/low male sex ratios that 
characterized gynosociety were not brougnt 
women. Consequently , the oppres-
sion/liberation of Jesbian.s is connected to the 
oppression/libei:ation of all women. Cavin 
maintains that the sex ratios of transitional 
patriarchy were generally dysfunctional for 
both sexes. Late patriarchy, such ·as what we 
ai:e living in now, is characterized by near 
equal sex ratios, which Cavin believes are 
functional for men and dysfunctional for 
women. 
The only problem with Cavin's theory is 
that it has a hole in it. When reviewing the 
antt,ropological literature on sex ratios she 
comes across Marvin Harris, one of the few 
anthropologists to consider sex ratios as a · 
factor in the rise of women's oppression. 
She writes his theory off as "a new twist 
to the mass psychosis of male supremacy . '' 
However , I think Harris' theory deserves a 
closer look because it provides answers to 
questions that remain unanswered by 
Caviq's theory. 
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Harris has a theory of male supremacy for 
pre-state level band and village societies1, 
societies which were much more prevalc!nt 
during the theoretical transition to patriar-
chy than they are today. He argues that in 
order for these simple societies not to f:x -
pand their populations beyond the limits of 
their resources , female infantic-ide is 
sometimes practiced; simple societies tend 
not to have effective birth control or safe 
abortion techniques. Female, as opposed to 
male , infanticide is practiced because long-
term reduction of the reproductivity rate oc-
curs by reducing the number of females, not 
males . 
Simple societies experiencing resource 
scarcity tend to be plagued by internal war-
fare , the fighting among geographically 
close and culturally similar bands or 
villages. Internal warfare has different im-
plications for the, stanis of women than ex -
tenal warfare - . fighting among 
geographically distant and culturally 
dissimilar people. 
According to Harris , internal warfare 
motivates people to practice female infan-
ticide . A village that needs to compete with 
sy . will lead feminists to a political dead-
end. Feminists who believe in the innately 
malign male must also believe that attempts 
to transform patriarchal society are useless 
because it is impossible to teach a malign 
male benign tricks. The only remaining op-
tion for women is to separate themselves· 
from patriarchal society. In fact, Cavin sug-
gests just that, in addition to the creation of 
all-female armies to overthrow patriarchy, 
the collective refusal of women to tell men 
who fathered their children, and the 
development of mass female consciousness 
about male supremacy and patriarchy. Cavin 
emphasizes that these are just a few of the 
"practical" solutions to 'Vomen's oppres-
. sion. Call me jaded, but I think someone 
would have to be suffering a quixotic delu-
sion to think she could convince women to 
collectively pull out from patriarchy when 
feminists can't even convince women to pass 
the Equal Rights Amendment . 
Cavin's accessible. writing style is a 
significant contribution to Lesbian Origins. 
Hopefully, the book will attract readers who 
otherwise are intimidated by academic 
material. Unfortunately, the book is marred 
Feminists who believe in the innately malign male must 
also believe that attempts to transform patriarchal socie-
ty are useless because it is impossible to teach a malign 
male benign tricks. 
other local villages for resources will beniefit 
by training the best possible warriors . Har-
ris concludes that men are invariably chosen 
as the warriors because they tend to be taller, 
heavier, stronger and faster runners than 
women. 
In order to induce individuals to risk in-
jury and death in war, rewards need to be 
provided. More and better food could pro-. 
vide the incentive but ultimately would be 
counterproductive because depriving the l!ess 
able warriors of food would weaken the 
fighting force as a whole. Instead, the s,ex-
ual and menial serv.ices of women are used 
as inducements. Women become sex objects 
and servants of men. Warfare encourages 
female infanticide because the limited 
resources for child rearing are better spent 
on males; villages "that raise the greatest 
number of hearty males will have the best 
chance of obtaining limited resources 
through warfare with local villages. 
The important point to remember is that 
Harris believes male supremacy and female 
infanticide are ultimately caused by resource 
scarcity. Cavin gives no clear explanation 
for these phenomena other than a tacit 
assumption of an innate male desire to con-
trol women. But even postulating a malign 
male does not explain why the transition to 
patriarchy occurred between 10,000 and· 
1,000 B.C. and not earlier or later. The 
greatest weakness of Cavin's theory is its 
Jack of consideration of how human 
d~pendence on the ecological system affects 
human actions. The assumption of a malitgn 
male, aside from being theoretically flim-
by theoretical weaknesses and impractical 
solutions. But, for me, the value of Lesbian 
Origins lies less in the cogency of its theory 
or the viability of its answers to women's 
oppression and more in its unapologetic 
refusal to · remain within the bounds of 
patriarchal imagination. 
1Charlotte G. O 'Kelly, Women and Men in 
Society (New York: D. Van Nostrad Com-
pany, 1980), pp. 64-68. 
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Maine l,esbians and Gays Go North .: 
I 
.Annual Symposium Convenes in ''The County'' 
by Elze 
"It was great because we didn't have 
to drive four or five hours to go to a par-
ty." (Dick BJrrison, NLN) 
For the first time in its history, Maine's 
gay and lesbian community convened its an-
nual conference in Aroostook County, the 
state's northernmost region. With the theme 
"Dialogue '86," the Thiirteenth Aqnual 
Maine Lesbian and Gay Men's Symposium 
drew to the Uni:versity of Maine-Presque 
Isle approximately one-hurndred and fifty-
five (155) participants from Maine, New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland , Nova Scotia, 
Montreal, New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts over Memorial Day 
Weekend. 
Never before had Symposium enthusiasts 
assembled in such a rural are:a, no small feat 
for Northern Lambda Noird (NLN), the 
sponsoring organization. To hold the Sym-
posium in The County constituted an 
organizational victory for NLN, as well as 
a personal victory for many ,of its members. 
"Lambs" in reference to NLN's member-
ship. Monies were collected throughout the 
weekend for the Maine AIDS Project and 
the Shanti Project in San Francisco. 
A placard reading "Welcome/Bien-
venue" greeted conference-goers and in-
troduced them to the binational nature of the 
weekend. Said orgaqizing committee 
member Randy Audfroid from New 
Brunswick, ''There are as many Canadians 
here as Americans. It makes the Symposium 
international. We were successful at getting 
Canadians involved from the start in the 
planning process." Panel discussions, 
keynote addresses, and workshops featured 
both Canadians and Americans, with the 
must have a clear mandate and provide 
definite services to its membership." 
Eliciting applause and hoots of appre:cia-
tion, Joanne Dauphinee from Brewer, 
Legislative Coordinator of Maine N .O :W. 
and member of the Maine Lesbian/Gay 
Political Alliance's Steering Committee 
(MLGPA), began her keynote challenging 
the audience to "Imagine a world where 
almost all the premiers, presidents, vice-
presidents, and world leaders . .. cabinet 
members, lawmakers, justices and judges . . . 
religious and social leaders, business and 
labor leaders, media people ... are wome:n. '' 
As a lead into highlighting the connectiions 
between the gay and lesbian rights move-
1 
! 
the other on promoting. dialogue among 
diverse segments of our community, 
generated a great deal of enthusiasm. 
Panelists exploring dialogue were: Rosalind 
Morgan of Linneus, Maine, Executive Com-
mittee, NLN; Harry Gordon of Bangor, 
Steering Committee, MLGPA; Leslie Reid 
of Fredericton, New Brunswick, President 
FLAG; and· Bernard Courte of Montreal'. 
Quebec, from the magazine Sortie and the 
Comite SIDA a Montreal (Montreal AIDS 
Committee). 
Gordon drew spirited laughter when he 
began, "I don't know how I became one. 
I exhibit aJI the symptoms - argumen- -
tativeness , a compulsive drive to attend 
committee meetings .. . You are looking at a 
revolutionary. " A round of applause ensued 
when he called upon those present to "do 
what the Christians accuse us of doing -
recruit," emphasizing that we must keep our 
local, state and national organizations viable. 
if we are to change mainstream America. 
Reid focused on the internal dialogues that 
happen in the process pf coming out, and 
the importance of sharing with other gay 
At the close of Saturday morning' s open-
ing plenary, Dick Harrison, a seven-year 
resident of The County and founding 
member of NLN, thanked! everyone for 
coming and, choking back tears, said, ''This 
is the largest crowd of lesbians and gay men 
we've ever had in Northern Maine.'' His 
sentiments were shared by many, as other 
moist eyes_ could be seen in the audience. 
David Cassidy from Montreal, Quebec, a social worker under contract with the 
~ontreal ~S Re~ources Committee, addressed Symposium participants dur- · 
mg a panel discuss10n on AIDS. 
There was, of course, some bitter with the 
sweet. The planning committee decided to 
forgo local advertising prior to the event, as 
they anticipated vandalism and violence if 
the weeken~ was well-publicitzed in the area. 
And, fear of exposure kept most local 
members of NLN away from the · Sym-
posium, said conference organizers. 
Bob Whitcomb, Director ,of Conferences 
and Special Programs at UMPI, said that 
university officials received approximately 
25 calls from local people in the weeks 
preceding the event criticizing them for ren-
ting facilities to a gay and lesbian group . 
Said Whitcomb, "We told them the univer-
sity opens its facilities to community groups 
and discrimination would not be right. ' ' 
Conference organizers had nothing but 
praise for the cooperation and helpfulness 
Canadians dominating Saturday night's live-
ly dinner th_eatre. Throughout the weekend 
one could overhear animated discussions on 
Anglo-French relations between people 
from the two countries. 
Commented .Hank Williams, former 
President of Fredericton Lesbians and Gays 
(FLAG) and current chair of their Human 
Rights Committee, "I have a very strong 
peeve that Americans don't know as much 
about Canada as Canadians know about the 
states. I don't think people downstate realize 
there's quite as much of a French fact here. 
It was great that the Americans had the 
chance to be with so many people from New 
Brunswick." 
Saturday morning's first keynote speaker, 
Hal Hinds from Fredericton, New 
Brunswick, founding member and past 
"Straight women and gay men owe lesbian-feminists an 
incredible debt which neither movement has adequately 
acknowledged.'' . 
displayed by Whitcomb ,and his staff 
throughout the weekend. And, despite the 
~ears and _precautions, the Symposium 
Joyfully firushed without incident. 
Symposium XIII was dedicated to the 
memories of two ''Lambs'' who died from 
AIDS last year - founding member Jack 
Vanek from Fort Kent and Joinathan Currier 
from Caribou who coined the term 
president of FLAG, in a somewhat unfo-
cused address, reminisced about FLAO's 
origin in 1979 "over gallons of coffee and 
home brew" in the homes oflocal gays and 
reviewed the group's activities. He urged 
those. present to support their local organiza-
tions. "We're all needed to keep them go-
ing," he stated. Hinds cautioned organiza-
tions, "In order to survive, an organization 
'\'\Jhy are so nuo1y gay men and - lesbians joining Buddies :? 
A 1'3ecause it is a~ effective a~1d sen_sible way to (ind compat1ble (ncnds, e co1n7Jan ionship and perhaps I . . . 
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ment and the feminist movement, Dauphinee 
painted scenarios reversing the economic 
and social status of women and men. "Im-
agine, ' ' she said, ''an economy that is heavi-
ly sex-segregated where 80% of male 
workers are stuck in 20% of the low,est-
paying, dead-end jobs. Imagine a world 
where it is taken for granted that women are 
wise and competent except at child care and 
housework which falls to the men.'' 
Dauphinee asserted that the gay /lesbian 
~ivil rights movement and the femil[}jst 
movement cannot succeed without each 
other and that "straight women and gay men 
owe lesbian-feminists an incredible debt 
which neither movement has adequately 
acknowledged'' for bringing the two 
movements together. 
Citing how women, gay men.and lesbians 
all experience injustice, violence and 
discrimination, Dauphinee said, "We're all 
fed up being told what to do and how to do · 
it by Biblical bigots and pompous politi-
cians." The goal is not to assimilate into the 
existing society, a vision she criticized as 
"melting pot dreaming" or "dress-for-
success dreaming." "This is more tha111 a 
civil rights movement,'' she continued. The 
goals are justice, equal rights, and the basic 
necessities of life for all people, she said. 
For the two movements to succeed, "Vve 
must end all assumptions on what it means 
to be female and male. We must untangle 
love and lust and intimacy and sensuousm~ss 
from the heterosexist assumptions about 
power and procreation and family.'' ''May 
you all dare to dream big dreams," she 
concluded. 
Two panel discussions, one on AIDS and 
Northern Lambda Nord's Dick 
Harrison entertained the crowd with 
a lovely rendition of "Over The 
Rainbow.'' 
. men and lesbians as a way to achieve self-
acceptance. Urging gay men and lesbians to 
share information and to celebrate our diver-
sity, Reid warned, ''Individ~al silence kills 
us." 
Asserting that segregation and discrimina-
tion never work, and that ignorance is our 
commo~ enemy, Morgan stressed that gays 
and lesbians must learn to communicate with 
each other and with the straight community 
regardless of our backgrounds and political 
beliefs. She urged men and women to open 
channels of communication. 
Particularly powerful was Courte who ad-
dressed the assembly in French for a few 
moments-and then said in English, "I was 
told when I was young to speak white." 
Courte· explained how the language barrier 
and prejudice complicate dialogue between 
Anglos and French Canadians. Referring to 
a book by Pierre Valliere, Negres blanc 
continµed on page 15 
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Symposium XIII--Weighty. · 
a.nd Trivial Pursuits 
By Brenda BuchaHan 
Being in Presque Isle made Sympo-
sium Xlll different than past gatherings 
in a number of ways, not the least of 
which was how we spent our evenings. 
Unlike rhe statewide lesbian / gay con-
ferences in Portland and. Orono, every-
one slept at the same place during this 
year's symposium- the uni ver'sity 's 
Emerson Hall. 
For three and a half days, the dorm 
was "home" to all of us, and it was amaz-
ing how quickly we adopted that name 
for it. 
" I'm go ing home to change into 
shorts," people were overheard saying. 
Or "my address book 's at home." 
Because our so readily-adopted home 
was on a: college campus, and because we 
had· the whole place to ourselves, we 
bega:n to feel like we belonged there . The 
logical extension of that came when we 
started to act like we were college stu-
dents, scholars of gay history and politics 
and sociology, carrying our knapsacks 
between classroom and dining hall and 
dor;n, checking every time we came 
home to see who was hangil[}g out in the 
Emerson lounge. 
The true depth of our regression to 
collegiate habits became evident on Sun-
day night. After a d.oubles tennis game in 
which six or so women partic.ipated by 
turn we headed home ro shower before 
dinn'er. Then the lemming-like behavior 
that sometimes is as typical oflesbians as 
of college students manifest itself. 
Four women going to the same place 
for dinner became six became eight 
became ten. In three cars, we headed 
north for a family-style restaurant on the . 
outskirts of Caribou that was about to 
get a taste of a new sort of family. 
We trooped in the door, wearing our 
"Free the Gay Baby Whales"' and "I Like 
Older Women" buttons, and within min-
utes were ensconced in the center of the 
dining room at three tables 11hat the staff 
allowed us to push together. We sat there 
with the complete confidence often seen 
among college kids untouched as yet by 
forces th.at make it clear the world is no 
one's oyster. 
We gabbed the length of the table . 
about workshops wfd attended_ and 
films we'd seen, unconcerned about being 
overheard. Certainly, we were. No com-
ments came our way, however, and most 
of the looks were friendly. 
As we wound up dinner, talk turned to 
the evening's activity . Poker was vot(;d 
down in favor of Trivial Pursuit, a copy 
of which someone with foresight had 
secured from one of the UMPI dorm 
monitors . 
So our three-car caravan headed back 
south, and the ten of us reconvened in a 
study lounge on the first floor of the 
dorm, and settled in for a serious match'. 
My team showed its collective superior 
intellect and ability to retain meaningless 
snippets of information by winning three 
wedges before our first turn was done. 
That set the other team off. They accused 
us of cheating, refusing to be specific 
about our alleged methods. One of the 
members of my t_eam decided if we were 
going to have the name, we were going to 
play the game. She snuck first a yellow 
wedge and then its blue cousin into our 
_pie, ostensibly bringing us to within one 
wedge of winning. 
The deceit was accomplished easily 
enough, because the decibel level in the 
room had risen to a nearly deafening 
pitch. No was was really watching the 
board, so rowdy was 'the interchange. 
"What 'sailor's disease' can be pre-
vented by -eating fresh fruit?" one of my 
teammates muttered with a groan. 
"Scurvy," the other team shouted in 
unison, not even taking the-timeto con-
sult orie another. 
"l'nfair. Easy question. Unfair. Easy 
question," we chanted, pounding the 
table and stomping our feet with outrage. 
A third team of four joined us about 
that time, and within minutes they started 
talking at the tops of their lungs too. 
"What is the official airline of Ireland?" 
we were asked. "Aer Lingus," we replied 
with certainty in our voices, only to be 
rewarded with a chorus of nine, rather 
than five, rival voices shouting that we 
should have to get two questions right on 
each wedge-winning space to atone foT 
our earlier indiscretion. 
We eventually let the other team of 
five w.in, be-cause they were taking the 
wholethingvery seriously and looked as though 
they might not get over a loss very 
quickly. 
Then the 14 of us, hoarse and sweaty 
and as full of energy as a bunch of college 
kids, headed for the dance. 
Panelists discussi~g the theme ''Dialogue" ~er~ (f~om left to right): Rosalind 
Morgan, Northern Lambda Nord; Bernard Courte of Montreal, Quebec, from 
the magazine Sortie and the Comite SIDA a Montreal (Montreal AIDS Com-
mittee); Harry Gordon, MLGPA; and Leslie Reid of Fredericton, New 
Brunswick,. President of FLAG. 
t 
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IMRU, a lesbian lip-sync group from Fredericton, New Brunswick, thrilled the 
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:Our People: ''I Was Told When I Was Young To Speak White''~ 
An Interview with Bernard Courte 
by Elze 
Once in awhile we meet someone who 
leaves a strong imprint on our political 
,psyche . With me, it's sometimes a person 
who catches me off guard and teaches me 
something when I'm least expecting to learn 
anything at that moment. Though he didn't 
know it at the time, Bernard Courte from 
Montreal, Quebec was such a person for me. 
When I attended the International Gay and 
Lesbian Association Conference in Toron-
to last summer, there was a man who stood .-
up near the close of the op.ening plenary and 
,spoke in French to those assembled for about 
three minutes and then said in English, "If 
you didn't understand what I just said , it 
wasn't meant for you ." There were many 
lessons to be learned from that vignette . 
And , the man who spoke those words was 
Bernard. 
Per provincial law, French is now the of-
ficial language of Quebec. "But at one time 
you had a kind of linguistic-colonialism," 
Courte explained to me recently. '' As soon 
as one English-speaking person . joined a 
group everybody spoke English so that the 
English-speaking person would not get 
paranoid. My mother never could unders-
tand why I would insist on speaking French 
w~en I knew Englis~ already.'' 
in-law could see what was happening and 
he didn't want my family to say he was 
responsible for my turning queer, so he told 
me I could only sleep at their home as long 
as I wanted to live there . 
I moved out after a year so I could have 
my freedom and I quit school so I could have 
my autonomy. I really came 9ut then in the 
bar scene, not at work . 
There was a bar that was quite popular 
where on Sunday afternoons it was a d~ -
ing place and straights would go ir'e.-- A 
woman from my office Si!,W'- there and 
the next day ir was all el' e office. That 
/.. ,, 
was an embar-ras me.nt T.hat was my first 
experience ~tlfhaving a homophobic attack 
on me an'd[!Ot really knowing how to han-
-die it. I started going out with a woman to 
cover up . 
DE: You mentioned this weekend in your 
coming out workshop that you were in-
volved in a raid in 1977 after which you 
came out politically. 
BC: In 1977 there was the raid on the 
Truxx, a bar, and 146 people were arrested 
for being in a "common bawdy house" or 
for participating in "indecent acts." The law 
in Canada states that a common bawdy 
house is a place where there is prostitution 
''In 1977 there was the raid on the Truxx, a bar ... The 
SW AT team was there and they had rifles and we had 
to stand for an hou:r and a half with these rifles very 
close to us •.. That w~ when I got a sense· of 
community.'' 
Courte, now 36 years-old, grew up in 
Weir in The Laurentians, a small village of 
about 100 people, the majority of whom 
were English-speaking, 75 mHes north of 
Montreal. "There were -only three or four 
French-speaking families. That's why I 
learned English. I had no choice." He was 
also the only boy in his village who danced. 
Formerly the editor of the French gay 
magazine Sortie, Courte currently writes f6r 
the publication and is active in Association 
Pour Les Droits Des Gais Du Quebec 
(ADGQ) (Gay Rights Association of 
Quebec) and the Comite SIDA a Montreal 
(Montreal AIDS Committee). He teaches 
English as a Second Language in a junior 
college of vocational and academic training. 
I had an opportunity to interview Bernard 
when he took his first trip to Northern Maine 
to attend the Maine Lesbian and Gay Men's 
Symposium XIII. 
DE: How did you come out? When did 
you get to Montreal? 
BC: Coming out was through alcohol. At 
the age of 16 I was at a bar aind there was 
a guy from Montreal who looked different. 
I didn't know exactly why, but I arrangeo 
to get a lift on his motorbike and he brought 
me back to his place. That was a revelation. 
I thought I was the only person in the world 
who felt the way I did. Up until that point 
I didn't realize I was attracted to men. I 
d\dn't feel sexually attracted to women. I 
was always with women. Maybe I identified 
with women . Looking back l[ can see the 
sexual attraction for men was :always there. 
I went to teacher's college in Montreal 
when I was 17 and lived at my sister's. I 
discovered gay bars there, but it was difficult 
because I couldn't sleep out. My brother-
or where indecent acts take place. They ar-
rested everybody. It was really horrible. The 
SWAT team was there and they had rifles 
and we had to stand for an hour and a half 
with these rifles very close to us. It was quite 
humiliating. One thing that sticks clearly in 
my mind was that the bartender kept mumbl-
ing, "This has got to stop," and a cop just 
put his rifle right in the man's face and said, 
"You're going to shut up." 
That was when I got a sense of communi-
ty·. I was not alone and I had to do 
something. I was being treated unfairly. It 
·was an attack on my gathering place, the on-
ly place where I could be who I was.' 
The Truxx raid goes down in history as 
the largest number of arrests of civilian peo-
ple since.the 1970 October crisis. In 1970 
the federal government declared War 
Measures Act against the growing move-
ment for s_eparatism in Quebec. They ar-
rested hundreds and hundreds of people on 
the grounds they were suspected of being 
separatists. All the editorials came out 
against the way the police did the raid, the 
brutality. 
I slowly came out as a result. I started by 
becoming a member of ADGQ _ - the 
Quebec Gay Rights Association. I drew up 
enough courage to go to a meeting. I had 
wr-itten a letter and they wanted me to go 
on television in 1978, but I couldn't. They 
printed my letter without my name. 
Finally I got enough courage to go to a 
Le Berdache meeting. Le Berdache was the 
association's publication. I did some 
background work. My initials were in the 
list of contributors. Finally I started writing 
and signing my initials. After that, "Bernard 
C." Then, D-day arrived and I signed "Ber-· 
GREAT TIMES! 
Ti'~es Roman, that is. It's 
just one of the many type styles 
avai lable at The Type Boom. 
Complete typesetting and 
proofreading service. Women-
owned and operated. 
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Bernard· Courte. 
nard Courte." Copies of the magazine were: 
in the newsstands in the college where l[ 
worked , but it didn't create a problem. 
Around 1982 or 1983 we started to talk 
about AIDS . We're still dealing with it in 
Quebec as "the illness across the border." 
But the English media is a lot more sensi .. 
tized because 1the English-speaking people: 
read all tlfe Americai:i. magazines . They're 
more aware than the French-speaking 
population'. Anyway, there was a walk-a .. 
thon being organized and someone had to 
be the spokesperson. I was the spokesper·· 
son and that was another coming out - my 
face on the news and my voice on the radio . 
My students saw me. I've never regretted 
any step of coming out. 
tourism it tries to sell itself as one of th'e 
world's largest French-speaking cities. But 
a lot of American tourists feel lost . It's like 
a love-hate relationship. Americans want to 
feel like they're in a different country but 
they don't want to feel lost. 
r The t,wo language communities have their 
own organ'izations. The French tend to cen-
tralize so you have large gay organizations. 
We have the ADGQ. Then-there's a sports 
organjzation, Ligue Lambda. It's.very large. 
The Wednesday night discussion group 
,brings in a hundred pe.ople. These are male 
organizations . 
For French women there are smaller col-
- lectives. The collective that publishes La 
revue· Treize, the lesbian publication, is a 
''When I met Keith eighte1en years ago it was un-
thinkable that a_n Anglophone would speak French.'' 
DE: What is the gay/lesbian community 
like in Montreal? 
BC: The Province of Quebec is 85% 
French-speaking. French is the official 
language of Quebec and has become the 
language of work. There are English institu-
tions protected by provincial law - English 
hospitals , English schools, and all govern-
ment publications are available in English . 
But the majority of the English-speaking 
people of the province live in Montreal , 
which makes Montreal a French city with 
a large English-speaking minority. MontreaJ 
is fighting to keep a French character. For · 
small group of active women. There's a 
group called Amazones d 'hier, lesbiennes 
d'aujourd'hui, a radical lesbian group. I 
know they publish a quarterly magazine that 
is forbidden to males . There used to be a 
lot of lesbian participation in the feminist 
publication La Vie en Rose, but the represen-
tation there seems to be getting' smaller. I'm 
not sure why . 
We have in Quebec playwrights and 
authors , Michel Trem!:>lay is known 
worldwide and a lot of his plays have 
homosexual characters . There are people 
, 
' '----·---= 
RE5itwRt\NT n 1r-s1.1os 
Z.1 ~NT ST· 'R,RTUIND 
Who w"~ut .. ·f love~ ~·~:jrill~ ~s, the. 
~ ~, -ffie fate-,ac,ht dut,~, pcua,_ duff~ pop 
"'"s", swe.tf ahnos~, aw·-Q,rlditl~CJ, ffhe. w,"~ and 
~. and t'klWJO"Ns olho'. $--.katfl'r.u:t,ons ? 
like Jo Vette Marchessault and ~eanne d' Arc 
Jutras. They are known lesbian writers. 
We're not invisible, but I don't think 
we're very organized . We do have people 
who come out . It seems to be.something we 
can do without too many problems. 
The English gay movement turns a lot 
towards Toronto for its moral strength, They 
tend to be in small group~, like religious and 
university groups . There' s one larger 
English-identified organization, though they 
say they're bilingual- the AHM/GMA. 
In Montreal we still have the east end 
that's French and the west end that 's 
English. The bars in the east end have a ma-
jority of French-speaking people, and those 
in the west end a majority of English-
speaking people. 
There's one place we try to meet - The 
Coalition. The Coalition is Like an informa-
tion exchange table. We-meet once a month .. 
All the associations are invited . About 15 
to 25 ; how up. It's a good place to share. 
In the past it has been a place where coali-
tions have been made to speak out against 
something. 
have changed, but what about attitudes? 
BC: There is definitely an attitude - and 
I even felt it here at this conference - that 
a French-Canadian is a very horny person 
who just wants to have a good time. As a 
tourist pitch we keep talking about the joie 
de vivre, so we're responsible for part of 
it ourselves. It has developed a stereotype. · 
But, Quebec has always been more social-
minded than English Canada. We ' re a lot 
_more advanced in social measures than the · 
rest of Canada - free dental care for 
children, women keep their name when they 
marry, gay and lesbian rights. People ad-
mire. us on the one hand, but then say we're 
earthy and more sensual on the other. 
DE: why is Quebec more advanced? Why 
have progressive laws been passed? 
BC: Culturally , having been an oppressed 
minority, we've become more conscious . 
The Catholic Church kept us back a lot. But 
in the "Quiet Revolution," the 1960s, there 
was such a change, a democraticization of 
education and other institutions, a shift from 
a religiously-run state to a government-run 
state. The government is involved i .r 
"I feel it's a move to conservatism when you stop talk-
ing politics." 
-DE: Are there political differences bet-
ween the two communities? 
BC~ Since it's not a very activism-oriented 
community, it's hard to say. There are 
English-speaking gays involved in Alliance 
Quebec, which is the English-speaking 
group organized to ensure · the English 
minority in Quebec keeps its.rights. There's 
a lethargy that's generalized because we 
have sexual orientation in the human rights 
charter. There's a tendency to believe, 
"Who can ask for anything more?" We tend 
to have a movement when there's a big raid. 
It's part of the movement towards conser-
vatism. The indivi~al is becomir,ig much 
more important as opposed to ·collective 
rights. The young gays are more concerned 
about whether or nq_t they'U -find a job. I 
wo~ld -:rath~r .. hav:_ reve?':<>ne .be ~"?,r: , 
soc1ally-consc1ous and thmk of collective · 
well-being . 
DE: What ·about relationships between 
English-speaking and French-speaking 
gays? Are they frowned upon? ' 
BC: My lover i's English-speaking. There 
isn't an attitude that the French and the 
, English can't mix. Relationships between 
English-speaking and French-speaking peo-
ple aren' t frowned upon: But we have· to 
realize that in order for them ttl mix, one 
o{ them must be bilingual. What is frowned 
upon - many people don't understand why 
Keith, my lover, doesn't speak French, why 
I have submitted and spoken English to him 
all the time. 
DE: Why have you? I'm surprised to hear 
that from you . 
BC: When I met Keith eighteen years ago 
it was unthinkable that an Anglophone 
would speak French. The Francophone had 
to speak English. It w~s just the thing to do . 
I was already bilingual. You set up a pat-
tern in a relationship. What is natural and 
normal in our relationship is that we com-
. municate in English. The only time we com-
municate in French is if there's a Fran-
cophone with us. Then it becomes natural 
to speak French. Now with Keith living in 
Toronto he's lost nearly all his French. 
DE: Do French-Canadians still have a 
second-class status in- Canada? The laws 
everything. The PQ (Partie Quebecois) that 
got elected in 1976 had a social democratic 
program and for about four years they stuck 
to it . Things went sour with pressures from 
big business and the movement of businesses 
to Toronto. Big business doesn't like 
socialization. 
There are some provinces that have NDP 
governments but they haven't gone as far as 
the PQ, I don't think we would have had the 
inclusion of sexual orientation in the charter 
ha:d there not been a PQ government in 
power and had there not been seve ral 
members who were gay themselves, like 
Claude Charron who came out after his 
resignation. 
DE: When I saw you last summer at the 
International Gay and Lesbian Association 
conference in Toronto, you were the editor 
·of Sortie: Wll."at'kind offilagazine is stirti~? 
When did it get started? What's been yo~r 
involvement with it? · 
BC: .In the summer of 1982 we had a big 
meeting oh Le Berdache at ADGQ. There 
were ideological problems. The politi~al 
committee felt Le Berdache .was too cultural 
and that Le Berdache sheuld first and 
foremost give information about the associa-
tion. It had become the French, language 
magazi'ne. It was known worldwide in the 
French-speaking world . 
The contributors didn't want to change it. · 
And there was a bit of an elitist attitude 
among some of the members. I was con-
. stantly fighting against that. I felt we should 
be a pedagogical tool, therefore accessible, 
not speaking in terms where people needed 
a dictionary to understand us. 
There was a financial problem caused by 
the fact that at the association everything had 
to be volunteer. We were realizing publici-
ty was an impossible task to do on ·a 
volunteer basis. The gay establishme,nts 
were not very cooperative. We really had 
to run after a few ofthein to get paid. It was 
like a full-time job. 
At the same time the lesbians at the 
associatio11 were thinking of breaking away . 
because they were upset at the misogyny be-
ing expressed by several male members. It 
was quite clear. It was a crisis. · 
The lesbians en bloc left the association . DE: As I told you earlier this weekend, 
They decided that instead of continuing as when I saw you last year in Toronto at the 
a lesbian insert within Le Berdache, they'd IGA Conference, I was very moved when 
be completely autonomous and leave. you stood up at the opening plenary session 
Sortie was then founded as a gay male and gave a three to four minute rap in 
publication. I was responsible for the news French, and then said, "For those of you 
area for the first two years, and then I was who didn't understand what I just said, it 
editor for another fourteen months. During wasn't meant for you." What was that 
that time I always tried to have Sortie in about? I'm not asking you to tell me what 
three parts - one-thirq political , one-third you said. I want you to talk about where thai'; 
cultural , and one-third leisure, such as want came from? . ' 
ads , publicity . That was going quite well . BC: The IGA's official language :is 
But the job'of editor took more and more English. That I can live with . But in Canada 
of my time and it was a volunteer job. It got the French have always been treated as a\ 
to the point where I was going crazy . I had minority , as foreigners who don't belong 
suffered a lot of turmoil in my life. In the there. "We wen~ t~ere fir~t," is our reply. 
past four years my mother died of cancer , Canada was New France and New France 
my father committed suicide afterwards , my did become New En_gland in 1760. But we 
lover of sixteen rears g_ot transferred to were given rights. Canada is officially a bi-
Toronto, and a close friend of mine recent- lingual country . For an IGA Conference to 
ly died from AIDS. I worked full-tims: as be held in Canada with quite a large par-
a teacher as well. So I stopped as editor in ticipation of French-speaking people - and 
April of this year. there were a couple of people who didn't 
DE: How has the magazine changed over speak English very well, one not at all -
the years? we felt a necessity to meet with French-
BC: It started out as a tabloid newspaper . speaking people. We felt it was important 
Now we're a monthly magazine with a to have a space where we could get together, 
glossy cover. We look very, very profe.s- a caucus. We really wanted to meet the 
sional. We have very, very good graphic French-speaking people from Switzerland, 
artists . Belgium and France. We had our caucus 
I'm rather political and that didn't go over meeting and it was very interesting. It .was 
too well . That was part of my resigning. I recommended that the same thing happen in 
was constantly under fire. "People don't Copenhagen this yeaJ". . 
want to hear about AIDS all the time," some It ' s also importa.nt to have Spanish when 
would say. I think there's a move away from you consider the Third World countries. It's 
politicization. We're going towards a Peo- one thing to have an official language. The 
pie magazine type thing. It's not bad, but resources aren't there for IGA to be a tri-
we're talking a lot about the cultural area. lingual institution. But we should allow 
·1 feel it's a move to conservatism when you spaces for people to discuss in a language 
stop talking politics. But I'm continuing a with which they're comfortable. 
regular column and I'm continuing to talk DE: You mentioned to me earlier today 
about the things I feel are important . I hope · ' that you believe the police are gearing up 
I don't stand out as a loner in the magazine. for another raid . 
DE: At the panel on dialogue this BC: The last big raid was the Bud's raid 
weekend you talked about "speaking in June 1984. About 100.people were ar-
white. '' As a child growing up you were told rested .. Since then saunas and bars have been 
to speak "'.hite. Could talk about that? left alone. The new police harassment is on 
"I don't belieye gay men would be supporting lesbians 
the way lesbians are supporting tis · if lesbians were the 
ones most affected by AIDS. As gay men we are too 
comfortable in · our position as men.'' 
BC: English Canada has used the expres-
sion "Speak White" to tell French-speaking 
people that their language did not corres-
pond to the norm. It has very clear racist 
connotations . It was an expression used in 
the '60s by English-Canadians. 
"Speak White" is the title for a poem that 
describes this situation of oppression that 
French people live. This was at the begin-
ning of the separatist movement. There is 
a book by Pierre Valliere ,' Negro blanco 
d'Amerique (White Niggers of America) 
which makes a parallel between the oppres-
sion of French-speaking Canadians and 
Black Americans. Valliere was arrested in 
the 1970 October crisis . It's Marxist-
Leninist oriented. The separatist movement 
finds its roots in radical , left-wing thinking. 
DE: Is there still a separatist movement? 
BC: No. In 1976, the PQ got to power. 
Its program was to have separation of 
Quebec from Canada and join in the Com-
mon Market with the rest of Canada. There 
was a referendum in 1980 on the question 
of giving a mandate to the PQ government 
to negotiate with the rest of Canada such a 
status and it was defeated 60-40. 
individuals in public toilets and parks, to the 
extent they even have surveillance. They've 
spent fortunes installing video machines in 
public toilet~ to record on film the activities 
they'll then use in court. They use entrap-
ment procedures. Touching your penis 
enough to get an erection is considered an 
indecent act. In this whole context of budget 
cuts we still . have loads of money to 
safeguard morality . 
; I feel the way is being paved now for 
another raid because there have been raids 
on massage parlors that involve the 
heterosexual community and there is discus-
sion in the medical profession about sexual 
activity in saunas ·and the dangers around the 
transmission of AIDS. They'll be able to 
raid and use the fact that they've done it to 
straights, that they're not just picking on 
gays. 
DE: What is the gay community's 
response? 
BC: In Montreal the attitude is that it's 
your problem if you get caught because we. 
can't do these things in public. I like to think 
continued on page 15 
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Chlamydia....;.A Hidden· Epidemic Emerges 
by R.J. Bass 
Two scenarios: 
l. A man goes to the local STD (sexually 
transmitted disease) Clinic with complaints 
of painful urination and a dischai:ge from his 
penis. He is tested for gonorrhea and treated . 
with penicillin. A followup test confirms that 
he has been successfully treated for the 
gonorrhea, and yet, his discharge persists. 
2. A lesbian who is interested in getting 
pregnant charts her menstrual . cycles and 
diligently uses insemination by donor at her 
time of ovulation. Aft_er almost .a year of 
""' monthly inseminations, she is still not preg-
nant. Her health care provider refers her to 
an infertility specialist. 
These two people may have something in 
common : Chlamydia. Chlamydia (kluh-
MID-:ee-yuh) is a classification of several in-
fections that are caused by a sub-bacterial 
organism called chlamydia trachomatis. Un-
til fairly recently , this_ organism was chief-
ly known as the cause of trachoma, a disease 
that is a leading reason f9r adult blindness 
in developing countries. Chlamydia is also 
a major cause' of blindness, pneumonia, and 
death among infants . 
It is only within the last few years that 
larger numbers of health care providers have 
realized that chlamydia is also a sexually 
transmitted disease, and largely responsible 
for non-gonococcal urethritis (NGU) in 
men, pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) in 
women, and sterility in both men and 
women. Chlamydia is also implicated in a 
large number of cases of epididymitis , pro-
ctitis, and urethral syndrome. 
While chlamydia is seen as a major health 
concern for heterosexuals (its incidence now 
exceeds gonorrhea, · syphilis , and herpes 
combined), lesbians and gay men should be 
aware of the problem as well. 
transport) . Some cases of epidiciy!l).itis will 
lead to sterility . Additionally, half of all 
cases of Reiter's syndrome, an arthritic con-
dition, are attributed to chlamydia) NGU . 
For gay men, chlamydia is a cause of pro~ 
ctitis , an intlarnmatfon of the rectum. 
The problems with chlamydia are many : 
• It can be asymptomatic in 50 % of the 
infected women and 10% of infected 
men . Thus, people can be actively in-
fected and not know it, and they can un-
wittingly infect their sex partners. (A 
pregnant woman who is . infected can 
unknowingly pass the organism to her 
baby during childbirth.) 
• Until recently , it was expensive and 
complicated to test for chlamydia infec-
tions . In the past two years, two 
manufacturers have come out with 
chlamydia tests that are easy to perform 
and fairly inexpensive, making 
chlamydia screening programs much 
more realistic . 
• Chlamydia can coexist with other STDs, 
which is a common occurrence. For ex-
ample, it can hide behind a gonorrhea 
infection (our man in scenario number 
one). Penicillin does not effectively 
treat chlamydia. 
• It can be undetected until a woman tries 
to get pregnant and can't (our woman 
in scenario number two) , or until the in-
fection progresses to where it begins to 
damage her reproductive system. 
But, in the earlier stages, chlamydia in-
fections are usually not difficult to test. 
Tetracycline and erythromycin are both very 
effective. Other antibiotics can also be used , 
when necessary . 
The incubation period for chlamydia is 
seven to twenty-one days . 
In women, symptoms may include 
unusual vaginal discharge or itching , 
''Because chlamydia has ilo symptoms, the only way 
many people reaiize that they have it is when a sex part-
ner tells them they've been t:_Xpo~ed." 
As with all STDs, lesbians are at very, 
very low risk , statistically , for chlamydia. 
Certainly, bisexual women and lesbians who 
used to have sex with men may -be affected 
by this infection. 
Most literature documents chlamydia's 
existence among gay men. Some good news 
is that chlamydia is one STD that is seen in 
lower numbers among gay men than among 
-~ heterosexual men. One interesting exception 
to this , however, is the tropical disease call-
ed Lymphogranuloma Venereum (LGV) . 
LGV is caused by a different strain of 
chlamydia, and is more prevalent in gay 
North American men than in non-gays. 
Here are the numbers: Nationally, there 
are an estimated 3-5 million cases of 
chlamydia annually. In women, it causes 
1,000,000 cases of PID, 200,000 of which 
will require hospitalization, and 11,000 
cases which will result in female sterility . 
In men, it is the most common cause of 
NGU , which occurs twice as frequently as 
gonorrhea. 500,000 cases -will result in 
epididymitis ( all' 1nf~tion of the epididymis, 
which are located on the testicles and are 
part of the system of sperm storage and 
tenderness in the bladder, and frequent or 
painful urination. In progressed cases (PID), 
abdominal pain, low grade fever, and 
bleeding between periods will be seen . 
Chlamydia can cause cervicitis, an infection 
of the cervix. When the cervix is viewed 
during a checkup, it will appear irritated and 
may !\ave a purulent discharge. 
In men, chlamydia's symptoms are 
discharge from the penis , burning when 
urinating, burning or itching around the 
opening of the penis, and these symptoms 
may disappear and later return. Epididymitis 
may have symptoms of a painful swollen 
area on the side of the testicle; proctitis is 
generally accompanied by rectal discomfort, 
discharge, an urge to defecate without be-
ing able to do so, a change in bowel habits 
(usually constipation, but it can be diarrhea), 
left-sided abdominal pain, and fever. 
Because chlamydia often has no symp-
toms, the only way many people realize that 
they have it is when a sex partner tells them 
they've been exposed. Among homosexual 
men, chlamydia can be tr~nsmitted _by anal° 
intercourse. Among bisexual and heterosex-
ual men, chlamydia can be transmitted from 
women to men by vaginal intercourse. It can 
be transmitted to bisexual and heterosexual 
women by vaginal and anal intercourse with 
a man. It is not beli,:ved to be transmitted 
between lesbians. 
There are reliable methods of chlamydia 
prevention. Use of spermicides, condoms, 
and diaphragms (which must be used with 
a spermicide to be effective) will block 
transmission. 
A public health tool for coping with the 
chlamydia that presently exists is by routine 
screening, as is done with gonorrhea or cer-
vical cancer. The testing method , in fact , is 
family planning ,clinics. It is believed that 
a good screening program will prevent a 
large number of cases of NGU , PID , infer-
tility , and infant iliness and death . 
Chlamydia is not a reportable disease, .so a 
person 's sex partners are not traced or con-
tacted by the public health department. 
However , the best way to prevent further 
spread of a chlamydia infection is for an in-
fected person 's partners to be tested and 
treated, and for partners to refrajn from sex-
ual intercourse ·until a posHreatment 
followup test can confirm that the infection 
is cured . 
"Chlamydia's complications are far more serious than 
its early manifestations.'' 
similar to procedures for VD testing and pap 
smears. A swab of discharge from the man's 
urethra or from the woman's cervix (taking 
this sample can be uncomfortable but 
generally not painful) . The swabbing is used 
to prepare a specimen for laboratory 
diagnosis. Maine's STD Control Program 
is currently planning to implement a · 
chlamydia screening program in STD and 
Chlamydia's complications are far more 
~erious than its early manifestations, which 
are easily treatable . Medical technology , 
professional awareness, and public educa-
t_ion have made cl'llamydia a more 
manageable STD. If you want to have more 
information about chlamydia or be tested for 
it , contact your health care provider or your 
local STD or family planning clinic . 
Boston 10 
by T. Smith 
The Tenth Anniversary Boston AA 
RoundUp of Lesbians and Gay Men held 
Memorial Weekend this year was a -revitaliz-
ing and empowering experience for me. 
As Vol. 4 No. l 9f "Bay Windows, " a.(' 
Boston-based Oay/Lesbian newspaper, 
reports: 
• It ' s estimated that one out of every 
three members of the gay and lesbian 
community is chemically dependent. One 
third of us are addicts for whom drugs 
and alcohol figure in our lives daily . Yet 
there is another aspect to addiction. And 
that aspect is showing its face within the 
gay and lesbian community. Its name is 
Recovery. 
Recovery is that path chosen by people 
like me who are "sick and tired of being sick 
and tired"! This RoundUp was my first, 
after approximately 50 days of sobriety. 
Before I left, 'a friend told' me the event could 
be the best thing I'd ever done for myself; 
certainly the experience was invaluable. 
What the weekend consisted of was: a 
registration and mingling-over-coffee time 
on Friday, followed by a grand slide show 
and ten speaker presentations; 2 1h-hour-
each meeting/worksh_pps on Saturday and 
Sunday; a refreshingly honest and hopeful 
alcoholic-rehabilitation play called '' A Stain 
On The Name;" a Saturcfay night AA 
meeting on the ship " Discovery" and tour 
of the Aquarium; a Sunday night sober 
dance gala for Lesbians and Gay men held 
in Boston's City Hall; and a Monday morn-
ing brunch and Gratitude meeting to con-
clude _the conference. 
I attended workshops such as Drugs Other 
Than Alcohol , Other Beliefs In AA , 
Sex/Self-Esteem/Self-Di scovery for 
Wymyn, and , possibly most encour~ging of 
all, a Gay, Sober and Proud myeting, which 
gave me a confidence I still carry witJi me 
on my journey as a sober Lesbian. 
' I came away from this RoundUp a. 
stronger, more clear-minded person, with 
a very real sense of the people in this pro-
gram as sensitive human beings, willing to 
move towards healthy living ; as we 
alcoholics can only know it, · without 
dependence on drugs or alcohol. As was so 
aptly put in the delightful play I saw Satur-
day, when lhe protagonist insists that his 
mission is one "of life or death!" his com-
panion exclaims a familiar AA slogan: 
"Then keep it simple - choose .life!" 
The RoundUp won't keep me sober, and 
it couldn't make me proud of my Lesbian 
lifestyle; yet, the community there en-
couraged me to trust my own feelings while 
reassuring me that I'm not alone on the path 
of Recovery . 
The Lesbians and Gay Men in AA of 
Maine are sponsoring a four-day celebration 
of our sobriety over Labor Day weekend this 
year. To receive _a registration form please· 
write to Maine Connection, P.O . Box 5245 , 
Station A, Portland, ME 04102. The Cen-
tral Service Office is on 78 Portland Street, 
Portland , (#774-3034) , if you have any 
questions concerning alcoholism or drug 
abuse. · 
Happy Sobriety! 
Mondays 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. THE GOOD EG<;i CAFE family portraits 
by 
"SPOUSES OF.• GAYS 
AND LESBIANS 
A Support Group" ' 
Tuesdays 5:30 p.m.-7:~ p.m. 
Led by CAROL KERR, M.Div. 
For further information call 871-8135. 
Individual counseling sessions also available. 
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Confessions of an.AIDS Junkie 
by R.J. Anonymous 
My name is R.J. Anonymous, and I am 
an AIDS junkie. 
Last year I spent more monty on my habit 
than I did on food. I bought books, 
magazines, newspapers, journals, 
videotapes, raffle tickets, benefit concert 
tickets, ~nd fund raising pledges. I pledged 
. a dollar a mile to the Cycle For Life; I didn't 
know they were going coast-to-coast! My 
friends kid me a lot; they say I have a "raf-
fle ticketjones." I join in the fun and laugh 
nervously, but they don't know the half of it. 
I write to my legislators and to th~ local 
papers; I picketed the Army recruiting of-
fice down at the mall; I've been to candle-
light vigils, safe sex parties, political rallies, 
strategy meetings, and a "Tum-Your-
Poppers-In-For-AIDS'' fundraising event at 
a local dirty book store - now out of 
business. I stay away from funerals. 
My social life is completely dependent on 
AIDS. I belong to an AIDS support group 
that meets on every other Monday , an AIDS -
anxiety group that meets every third Tues-
day, a gay health organization that meets on 
Wednesdays, and of course, I work the 
AIDS hotline on alternating Thursdays. On 
Friday night, I go to the bars and clubs and 
by Julien Sky 
Although lesbians are not a high risk 
group for AIDS, and although women in 
general comprise only 7% of the total AIDS 
cases in the United States, nonetheless, les-
bians do have and are -getting AIDS and 
ARC (AIDS Related Complex) . It is impor-
tant for us to .address ourselves to the ways 
lesbians are getting AIDS and to discuss 
avoidance strategies for the sake of our col-
lective lesbian health . The issue of lesbians 
and AIDS is particularly crucial for several 
reasons: (I) although new cases of AIDS are 
leveling off within the highest risk group, 
gay and bisexual males, the epidemi~ is just 
beginning to sweep through the second 
highest risk group for men and the highest 
risk group for women and lesbians - name-
ly "IV drug use with needle sharing." 
Secondly, gay men have done a marvelous 
and impressive job of informing people 
about AIDS and getting information to each 
other about safe sex practices-which has 
greatly affected the curbing of new cases 
among gay men. Lesbians need to now take 
this task on for ourselves to curb a projected 
rise in cases among us . Thirdly, women, 
some of whom are lesbian to be sure, com-
prise 7 % of a very large number of AIDS 
cases. As of April 21, 1986 there have been 
19,818 reported cases of AIDS in the U.S., 
1,268 of them women. How many of them 
are lesbian? What can we know about AIDS 
transmission for women and specifically 
lesbians? _ 
According to the April 14, 1986 report 
from the CDC the breakdown by high risk 
group for women (some of whom we can 
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pass out safe sex literature. On Saturday 
nights, I go to the park and give condoms 
to the hustlers and trade. Sundays, I buy the 
Telegram, Daily News, New York Times, 
Boston Globe, Washington Post, and L.A. 
Times, and I cut out all the AIDS stories. 
On weekdays, I restrict myself to the New 
York Times and Press Herald. 
In fact, one part of my addiction that is 
totally alarming to me is my insatiable need 
for press clippings. This past year alone, I 
bought Time, Newsweek, New Repubic, The 
Nation, Mother Jones, Rolling Stone, Life, 
Picture Week, People (three times!), Pen-
thouse (twice - but once was for Madon-
na), Prevention, New Age, Cosmopolitan, 
Vogue, Reader's Digest, High Times, Ad-
vocate, New York Native, Gay Community 
News, Bay Windows, On Our Backs, Off 
Our Backs, Science Digest, Scientific 
American, Science Weekly , and Science 
Times. I know I shouldn't be proud of this , 
but I even have clippings from the Moral 
Majority Repon, Morbidity and Monality 
Weekly Repon, and Annals of Internal 
Medicine. 
Last month, I sold my kitchen table and 
chairs to make room for another file cabinet. 
Since last fall, I've attended conferences 
in Portland (Oregon and Maine) , Boston, 
San Francisco, Seattle, New York, 
Philadelphia, London~ and Martinique. My 
frequent flyer club just sent me another free 
round-trip ticket, so my addktion has had 
some weird benefits. 
Sadly, though, I've developed a very 
disturbing behavior pattern; I've become an 
AIDS Panel Discussion Groupie. I have 
motel reservations set up for each town on 
the day it has an AIDS panel or public 
meeting. So far, I've been to every city in 
the state with a population over 3,000. Right 
from the start, I knew I had a problem; at 
the very first panel I attendedi my heart did 
flips over the "member of the at-risk com-
munity." At the next meeting, I was falling 
for the lesbian activist, and at the third panel 
discussion, I became obsessed with the 
caregiver to people with AIDS. Heaven help 
me if I become attracted to the state 
epidemiologist! 
I sold my car and used the money to buy 
a 14-day, 8-event programmable VCR so I 
could . take a vacation to Antarctica (no 
reported cases of AIDS , so far!) and not 
miss any AIDS shows on TV. My video 
library includes all the "Nightline" reports 
with Ted Koppel, the four-part series from 
"MacNeil-Lehrer," the "700 Club " 
special, the public service announcements 
on channels 6 and 13, channel 7's special 
on "The New Lepers,'_' the controversial 
Lesbians and AIDS 
Of the 1253 cases of women with AIDS 
in the U.S., 737 women are dead. In addi-
tion to AIDS, many people have ARC . It 
is estimated that there are 200,000 people 
with ARC in the U.S. Yet, no exact figure 
is known because the Center for Disease 
Control keeps no record of ARC diagnoses. 
If women comprise 7% of the AIDS cases , 
and if that figure remains constant for ARC 
as well, then we can estimate that there are 
14,000 women with ARC. This figure sug-
gests that AIDS and ARC are indeed affect-
ing women and lesbians, and given the sex-
ist and lesbophobic attitudes of the press and 
medical establishment, it is up to us to learn 
about how to control the transmission of 
AIDS among us. 
Lesbians who use IV drugs and share 
needles or don't practice safe needle use. are 
at the highest risk for AIDS. IV drug use and 
needle sharing is the highest risk group for 
females in general, and the risk group target-
ted to dramatically increase in the next few 
years of the AIDS epidemic. Lesbians need 
to consider seriously the possible threat to 
our immune system that heavy drug use 
might impose, especially before beginning 
to use IV drugs. Lesbian IV drug usei::s need 
safe access to sterile syringes. Currently, 
there are legal impediments blocking the 
unrestricted sale of sterile syringes, which 
is most unfortunate. Until these impediments 
are politically removed, lesbian IV drug 
users should not share needles and especially 
not with males. A lesbian drug user should 
clean her skin before injection, wash needles 
and syringes in alcohol or bleach after each 
use, and allow them to soak in alcohol be-
tween uses. . 
The second highest risk group for lesbians 
getting AIDS is heterosexual contact. AIDS 
. is primarily a sexually transmitted disease 
with the majority of cases spread by male-
to-male, blood-to-blood, or semen-to-blood 
sexual contact. Yet, there are 219 reported 
cases of male-to-female sexual transmission 
of AIDS. Some of these females could be 
lesbians who have engaged in unsafe sex 
practices with IV drug user males or high 
risk gay or bisexu.d males. If a lesbian 
chooses to engage in sex ·with a high risk 
male partner she can protect herself 
somewhat from AIDS transmission by in-
sisting on condom use and by using sper-
maticide, which has been found affective in 
killing the AIDS virus. Any activities that 
might involve the breaking of the condom 
or opening of blood tissues, (i.e. anal inter-
course) should be avoided. 
There have been no reponed cases of 
lesbian-to-lesbian sexual transmission of 
AIDS. Nonetheless, if a ·lesbian or her les-
bian sexual partner is at risk for AIDS, she 
may choose to practice safe lesbian sex as 
an important health measure. High risk ac-
tivities for lesbians include: (1) drug use and 
.needle sharing, (2) unsafe sex with at-risk 
men, (3) blood transfusion·s or receipt of 
blood products between 1980-1984, (4) 
blood contact with the AIDS-viru§ via 
needlesticks in nursing practices with AIDS 
patients, (5) insemination by a high risk male 
(note: 4 women in Australia have been in-
fected with the AIDS ·virus by insemination 
from a high risk male.) If a lesbian thinks 
she may be at risk for AIDS, before prac-
ticing safe lesbian sex she may wish to be 
tested for the presence of AIDS antibody in 
hef blood. Lesbians electing to be tested for 
AIDS should take the same precautions as 
gay men, namely, use a testing center that 
insures anonymity, and have positive results 
reconfirmed by additional testing (ELISA or 
Western Blot tests) . 
If a lesbian. or her panner either has AIDS 
or is infected with the AIDS virus she should 
practice safe lesbian sex to ensure the pro-
tection of her partner and to prevent ex -
posure to other infections and diseases. Safe 
lesbian sex would exclude any blood-to-
blood or blood-to-vaginal secretion, or 
vaginal-secretion-to-vaginal-secretion con-
tact, as well as urine contact. Menstrual 
blood may be a medium for the-AIDS virus. 
If a lesbian doesn't know her partner's risk 
factor for AIDS, she should discuss with her 
partner the five at risk activities outlined 
above, and if any categories apply, her part-
ner may choose to take the HTLV-III an-
tibody test. Some lesbians at risk for AIDS 
may choose to simply "be safe" in their 
drug and/or sex practices and not take the 
HTLV-III antibody test in order to not _be 
burdened with perhaps a psychologically 
stressful outcome. As long as a lesbian at 
risk is consistently "safe" in her activities 
with others, then she is ·not irresponsible in 
not taking the HTLV-ID antibody test. And, 
for those lesbians at risk , who simply want 
to know if they are infected with the AIDS 
virus they should remember that infection 
with the virus does not necessarily mean that 
one will get AIDS . 
Lesbians who may be at risk for AIDS and 
are considering pregnancy should be aware 
of the possible transmjssion of the virus to 
"Frontline" with " Fabian 's Story," 
''Donahue,'' 'Early Frost,'' ''Mr. 
Belvedere," "Healthwise," and ~hanpel S's 
news coverage of the tea dance at the 
Checkerboard Lounge. 
I almost forgot to mention that I have 
bootleg tapes of "Buddies , " "The 
Lifeguard,'' and the instructional porn from 
.Gay Men's Health Crisis. If I haven't seen 
any AIDS articles in the news lately, I'll 
calm my nerves by watching one of my 
underground tapes of the AIDS Forums. 
Not so long ago, I paid way too much 
money at a benefit auction for one of Mr. 
Safe Sex 's used rubbers, just because it was 
autographed . I finally had to throw it out. 
It reminded me of flushing my first pet 
goldfish down the toilet . I felt so desolate 
that I was prompted to make this public 
confession. · 
I don't really know how this happened to 
me. I was a typical, average member of an 
oppressed sexual minority, and then, one 
day I realized that I was also an AIDS 
junkie. I know there must be others out there 
like me. Together, we can find support, by 
sharing our feelings and not being afraid to 
stand up and admit our dependenc·y. In-fact , 
if any one wants to meet, I still have first 
Tuesdays of the month open ... 
their fetus in the birthing process. There are 
currently 279 cases of children with AIDS 
in the U.S. , 127 girls have AIDS with 108 
of them acquiring AIDS from an infected 
parent. Most children born with AIDS die 
in the first two years . Therefore, a lesbian 
a t risk for AIDS who desires to become 
pregnant should take the HTL V-m antibody 
test before pursuing pregnancy, u_se an 
uninfected semen donor, and weigh the risk 
factors to herself and her child' carefully . 
We need to take seriously the ways that 
AIDS and ARC can affect lesbians for we 
are "invisible" within the medical establish-
ment. We need to take careful watch lest les-
bians and/or lesbian blood be exploited in 
AIDS research and experimental testing. We 
need to begin to identify the needs_ of les-
bians with AIDS and ARC among us, and 
work to create the social services that will 
help lesbians with this disease. We need to 
work also at the political level against the 
use of AIDS for the increase of anti-lesbian 
attitudes in society. As we put together the 
necessary components for dealing with 
AIDS among lesbians we can begin to build 
a model for how we can deal collectively 
with our own health issues, specifically, 
models for the rap.id transmission of infor-
mation to lesbians, models for political 
reforms that will help lesbian health issues, 
and strategies for increasing lesbian access 
to scarce medical resources. 
BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O. 
Board Certified GenL'Tal Practice 
Pre\1entit•e Medicine 
Obstetrics 
· 97 India Street 
Portland, Maine 04w1 
207-774-5800 































Big Mountain Appeal 
. By Brenda Buchanan 
Progressive groups from across the 
nation are tallying to help the Navajo and 
Hopi people fight the government's plan 
to relocate them this summer from the 
Big Mountain, Arizona, which is their 
homeland. The relocation plan is tied to 
the rich energy resources, including 
uranium, that lie beneath the land. A law, 
numbered Public Law 93-531 , has been 
adoped by Congress and is now the sub-
ject of a repeal effort. Unless it is re-
pealed, the government will remove 
10,000 Navajo (Dine) people from the 
land on July 8. 
the dissolution of the Navajo people, be-
cause it is sacred land from which they 
draw strength. 
"If you take a person's land away, 
you're killing them. It's like putting a gun 
to their head," Kennedy said. 
~- Activists involved in the Big Mountain 
The most effective action interested 
people can take is to write to their Con-
gressional representatives, Kennedy said. 
Visits to Big Mountain are discouraged 
strongly, as the· land cannot support 
many visitors. Some well-organized , 
trained groups of volunteers are going to 
the land, but for the most part, support-
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issue are urging people to write letters to 
their Congressional representatives ask-
ing them to back the repeal effort. The 
letter writing strategy has worked on 
other issues in the past, activists say, and 
there is hope it can be effective on the Big 
Mountain matter. 
Eileen Kennedy of Boston is one New 
Englander involved in the repeal effort. A 
landowner in Maine, Kennedy was one of 
several women at the recent Women and 
Power conference who spoke out on the 
issue. 
"I got involved because I saw it very 
much as a women's issue," she said. 
"Women love the earth and life, and at 
Big Mountain, that's what it is about." 
The Native American women at Big 
Mountain have held meetings where they 
have asserted that the resettlement plan . 
was made for the energy companies; 
benefit, not to settle a land ownership 
dispute, as has been claimed by supporters 
of the relocation proposal. 
There are many who feel that if the Big 
Mountai~ area is taken away, it will cause 
Kennedy suggested letter-writing par-
ties be held in order to generate a 'lot of 
mail in one evening. 
More details about the Big Mountain 
situation can be obtained from the Big 
Mountain Legal Defense/ Offense Com-
mittee, 250 I N. 4th St. , Flagstaff, AZ, 
86001 (602) 774-5233. 
Copies of responses to letters about 
Big Mountain and the Public Law 93-531 
repeal effort should be sent to that ad-
dress. 
Kennedy said Maine's senators and 
representatives have not come out in 
favor of repeal, so activism on the part of 
Mainers could make a huge difference. 
"We need letters, letters, letters, and 
more letters," she said. "Immediately. 
Now." 
A local address and phone number for 
more info.rmation about Big Mountain is 
Big Mountain Support Network, c / o 
. Maine Clergy and Laity Concerned, 96 
Lawn Ave., Portland, ME 04103 (879-
0171). 
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-Ogunquit: A Town 
Of Many Attractions 
Ogunquit, a coastal resort town less than 
an hour south of Portland, has attracted gay 
people for summer fun and relaxation for · • 
years. Straight people are also very fond of 
this vacation spot so there is a mix of 
clientele that keeps the beach and business 
busy. Now that the divisiveness and publici-
ty of a controversial ban on amplified music 
a couple years ago has passed, the town is 
back to normal, business as usual. 
One of the first things you notice on ar-
. riving in Ogunquit is the shortage of park-
ing, or the price you pay for it. Don't 
despair though, you only need to park once' 
for the day and from there you can walk or 
take the town trolley anywhere you want to 
go. If you ' re there for more than a day, most 
lodging facilities have parking for patrons . 
The beach is the main daytime attraction. 
It is long, wide, and beautiful, and wi.Jl ac-
commodate a lot of people . There is a 
predominantly gay section of the beach if 
you're interested. Behind the beach is the 
very_ pleasant Marginal Way , a footpath 
leadmg to the Perkins Cove section of 
Ogunquit. 
If you want to get out of the sun, there 
are a variety of shops for browsing and buy-
ing. They sell everything from antiques to 
t-shirts, kites to handcrafts, souvenirs to SUnr 
tan lotion. And there are quality art galleries 
worth visiting. Of course you can find shade 
in one of Ogunquit's many eateries. There 
are several full-menu restaurants in town as 
well as ice cream and sandwich shops. For 
evening entertainment, the Ogunquit 
Playhouse is nearby and often features 
recognizable names from Broadway 
performing. 
A favorite destination after the beach, or · 
when you just can 't browse another shop, 
is The Front Porch in the middle of town. 
There is a lot of happy hour activity and the 
piano bar has been popular for years. The 
Front Porch Cafe is downstairs. The majori-
ty of patrons are gay during the day and it's 
about a 50-50 balance between straight and 
gay at night. 
· Another Ogunquit standby is The Club on 
Main Street. The primary attraction there is 
dancing every night. They also offer a Sun-
day tea dance and weekend happy hours . 
Keep your eye out for details of an AIDS 
benefit at the end of July . 
There are several guest houses and inns 
· that won't look askance at same-sex couples 
requesting a double bed. The prevailing opi-
nion is that it will be a good season because 
reservations are coming in well, so don 't 
delay if you want to book a room. Try these 
possibilities: The Inn at 2 Village Square sits 
high with an ocean view. It is a Victorian 
house with a deck. The Yellow Monkey was 
the first gay-owned guest house . It's at 44 
Main Street and has a great third floor pen-
thouse with a-deck and view. At 7 Kings 
Highway is the Ogunquit House. It offers 
both guest rooms and individual cottages. 
The Inn at Tall Chimneys is at 37 Main 
Street and , like the Yell ow Monkey, is close . 
to the center of town and not far from the 
beach. Continental breakfast is served here 
as it is at some of the others. Located on 
Shore Road - right on the beach - is the 
Above Tide fnn . It's large and modern ; no 
sharing baths here. The Governor William 
F . King, also on Shore Road , is a large 
114-year-old inn. Since they host many ac-
tors and actresses from the Playhouse, it 
isn't surprising that the walls hold many 
photos of the same. 
Ogunquit is only an hour and a half from 
Boston so it attracts many people from that 
direction in addition to Maine, New Hamp-
shire_, and Canada vacationers. On summer 
weekdays, people-watching can be great; on 
summer weekends the people-dodging can 
be exhausting. Whenever you go though, the · 
town is ready to take good care of its 
visitors . In fact there are many places open 
year-round for a quieter and equally 
beautiful off-season destination. So consider 
Ogunquit for a getaway sometime this year. 
Symposium 
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d 'Amerique (White Niggers of America) 
which draws connections between the 
racism directed at Black Americans and the 
prejudice towards French Canadians (i.e., 
"the white niggers" ), Courte urged par-
ticipants to struggle with the racisms and 
misogyny that divides the gay and lesbian 
community. 
Following the panelists' presentations, 
what started out as a low-key informal 
discussion period turned · into a spirited 
debate when a lesbian-feminist in the au-
dience chllllenged the planning committee's 
policy of schedulil}g only rp.ixed workshops. 
. In preYious symposiums, lesbian-only and 
gay male-only workshops, as well as mixed, 
were always allowed. 
"Women struggled for years to assert our 
right_ to women-only space apart from·men, 
and lesbians struggled for years to have 
lesbian-only space within both the women's 
movement and the gay/lesbian civil rights 
movement," the woman said. "Many of the 
issues we have as lesbians are different from 
those of gay men. Sometimes we want to ex-
plore them only with other lesbians.'' 
Morgan expressed the sentiments of the 
planning committee, stating, "We want to 
encourage dialogue among women and men. 
We have to work together if we're ever go-
ing to achieve civil rights. Segregation is op-
pressive. It never works." 
''Gay men and lesbians have always 
worked together on many issues here in 
Maine," countered the other woman. 
"Your fear. that we won't is not borne out 
in reality. It's never been a problem on cer-
tain issues." 
Many conference-goers in the audience 
shared opinions ecMfog those of Morgan 
and the other woman. Approximately 
and dying because that was an appropriate 
issue at that time," said Gautreau. He shared 
the difficulty in knowing when to let go and 
give up hope. 
Cook stressed the need for research and 
treatment dollars . " We're being cut," she 
said · referring to the effects of Gramm-
Rud~an. Both she and Sabol briefly dis-
cussed the role of their respeGtive agencies 
and aspects of HTL V-III antibody te~tinf 
Most provocative were Cassidy s 
remarks. Defining AIDS -as a syndrome of 
anxiety, ignorance, denial, -and stupidity, 
Cassidy charged the media wit? b_eing ''t~e 
principle reason for the transm1ss10n of t?1s 
disease." By only giving "snippets of m-
formation" (i.e., misinformation), the 
media promotes homophobia and fails in its 
responsibility to educate people about safe _ 
sex and risk reduction. 
Emphasizing the political face o_f ~DS, 
McCormick discussed the contrad1ct1on of 
· the government pushing gays undergro~n? 
with one hand in its failure to pass clVll 
rights protections, and needing the coopera-
tion of the gay community on the other hand. 
"AIDS is an opportunity for power," 
McCormick said, referring to the money 
potentially available to grassroots org_aniza-
tions in Maine. However, she cautioned, 
"We are a minority not used to having 
power. The danger is we'll settle for too li!-
tle or for services from the state on their 
te~s, rather than gay-positive services on 
our terms." She blasted the Center for 
Disease Control's emphasis on testing. • 
·' 'That is not good public policy b_ecause 
education on risk reduction and safe sex is 
the only proven way to stop t_he,,spread _of 
the virus and statistics pro):e this, she said . 
The session ended with panelists pointing 
out positive actions people can take to ~elp 
in the fight against AIDS, such as lo_bby1~g, 
dealing with our own fears, and helpmg with 
fundraising and education. And, Bass urged, 
"Don't work on AIDS and ignore 
"I never thought I'd see a day when Aroostook County . 
would have a gathering of my gay and lesbian brothers 
and sisters." 
-Roger Thibodeau, Madawaska 
twenty-five lesbians "rebelled" and everything else that is happening to us, like 
gathered the following day for a lesbian-only substance abuse, violence and discrimina-
workshop on lesbian sexuality. tion. For most of us, AIDS is not what is 
Sunday's panel on AIDS included: happening everyday of our lives ." The ' 
Mainers Phil Gautreau, a personal caregiver discussion ended on a light note when 
for a PW A; Maine AIDS Project Education Cassidy remarked jovially, '' And keep on 
Coordinator Peaches Bass; Marty Sabol, a fucking," with Bass adding, " ... only if you 
Public-Health Investigatpr with the Bangor want to." 
STD Clinic; and Dale McCormick, Presi- Workshop topics during the weekend in-
dent of MLGPA; as well as Patricia Cook, eluded: self-defense, substance abuse., 
a Medical Technologist with the National In- S&M, coming out, gay and lesbian Jews, 
titutes of Health in Maryland; and David running for office, AIDS, safe sex, 
Cassidy from Montreal, Quebec, a social homophobia, gay teachers, aging, Christian 
worker under contract with the Montreal schizophrenia, aJJd computer networking. 
AIDS Resources Committee. · The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
Prefacing her remarks with the statement held a well-attended meeting on Sunday. 
that not many lesbians are at-risk for AIDS, -Along with MLGPA, the Harbor.Masters, 
Bass gave a brief overview of risk factors the Women's Community Project, Our , 
and safe sex tips for lesbians at-risk. Accor- Paper, and the AIDS Project staffed display 
ding to Bass, many lesbians are involved in tables. 
suppport work around AIDS because they The Symposium did not lack entertain-
haye been persqnally or professionally ment amid all the politics. At Saturday even-
touched by the syndrome. In addition, Jes- ing's dinner theatre, IMRU from Frederic-
bians possess a heightened sensitivity to sex- ton, a lesbian lip-sync group and a real 
uality issues and the political implications crowd pleaser, performed hilarious rendi-
of these issues arid they've always been in tions of · Meg Christian's "Leaping Les-
the forefront of any reproductive choice/sex- bians," as well as "Hit Me With Your Best 
uality issue. However, an apprehension is Shot," "The Heat is On," and "I'm Fall-
surfacing among lesbians involved in AIDS ing in Love and I'm Falling Apart." One 
work, Bass said. Bass challenged the men could hardly believe this was only the-
to look at their sexism and posed to them group's second public appearance. ~ho_se 
the q~estion, "Iflesbians were the high-risk Mainers who were unaware that a piamst 
group, would we get the kind of support lurks inside were, along with everyone else, 
from you that we're giving to you?" Her thrilled at his enchanting performance of 
remarks dearly struck a cord among the Jes- ''Over the Rainbow.'' AQd, despite a 
bians ii{the audien2e, as many female heads strenuous afternoon workout, four ~omen 
nodded in understanding. . from Fredericton gave a Tae Kwon Do 
Former Coordinator of the Gay People's demonstration. 
Alliance at the University of Southern The evening's finale, sing-along .to 
Maine, Phil Gautreau shared his personal Whitney Houston 's " The Greatest Love ~f 
experience as a caregiver for a mail with · All ," best reflected the Symposium's spirit. 
chorus . 
"I never thouihtT .d ~ee ,a day w~en 
Aroostook County would ha-ve-a gathermg 
of my ga)' and lesbi!m brothers and sister~, '' 
called. Roger 'rhioodeau at rhe closing 
plenary , a man born in Madawaska who has 
lived there all his life. 
\ 
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continued fr~in page 1 
that fact to the Superintendent immediate- ! 
Dick Harrison and other "Lambs" hope 
the · Symposium will activate other NLN 
members to become more involved. "I hope 
it will show the people in the area who knew 
about this and were afraid to come, but 
wanted to come, that there is something here 
for them, that they don't have to remain so 
closeted." And, he chuckled, "It was great 
because we didn't have to drive four or five 
hours to go to a party! For once, we brought 
the party here!" 
Jy." Upon being notified the Superinte~dent l 
would attempt to determine ''from reliable II 
sources" whether the student actually has 
any of the conditions. If he or she does, then 
that information would immediately be 
given to the Interdisciplinary Team. The 1
1 
policy for employees is even more vague 
because it states that if the Superintendent 
determines the empl9yee ''is or may be a 
carrier of the AIDS, ARC, or a positive 
HTLV-III antibody test" his or_~er name 
shall immediately be referred_ tp the .Inter-Interview 
continued from page 11 
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If they're doing this it's because they do~'t 
feel they can express their homosexuality 
openly or can't live a~ homosexu~ls. 
Homosexuality for them 1s a clandestme 
thing. A great majority of the people ar-
rested are married men. 
DE: What are you going to do now? Any 
political plans? · 
BC: I'm going· to continue working on 
AIDS-related issues and I'm trying to getthe 
message across to the straight world. I thi,nk 
it's important that throughout the discussion 
of AIDS we make sure homophobia doesn't 
resurface. We must bring out the dangers 
of associating homosexuality as the cause of 
AIDS.· I want to get that message across. So 
whenever I'm invited to speak to doctors or 
on television I try to accept these _invitations. 
I'm also considering moving to Toronto to 
live with my lovt;r. 
DE: How did you feel as a French-
Canadian at this Symposium? · 
BC: I felt good. I was invited as a French-
Canadian to talk as a French-Canadian. I ap-
preciate thijt' opportunity . It's nice to see 
openness. And I was very, very happy to 
meet the Franco-Americans and the Aca-
dians from New Brunswick that come from 
this area. It's amazing to see how French 
is surviving in a country where it's not ~n 
official language. I got to speak Fre~ch qm_te _ 
a bit this weekend. I felt a lot of fnendsh1p 
and warmth because we all stayed together . 
And I particularly appreciate being able to 
share with lesbians. 
Quebec is similar to th~ ~nited _States in 
that lesbians are more politically aware than 
gay men. What Peaches said on the AIDS 
panel was food for thought. I do~'t b~lieve 
gay men would be supporting lesbians 1f les-
bians were the ones most affected by AIDS. 
As gay men we are too comfo~ble in our 
position as men. Not everyon~ 1s ready to 
relinquish that power we hold JUSt because 
we-'re men. 
So, I had a wonderful time. I look forward 
.to when I can come again. 
disciplinary Team. - , 
A third difficulty with the school proposal 
was the requirement that at the point when 
the student's or employee's name is referred 
to the Interdisciplinary Team, the child shall 
be removed from school immediately or the 
employee shall be put on immediate paid ad-
ministrative leave. This aspect of the policy 
would most likely be in violation of the 
Maine Human Rights Act provisions regard-
ing handicaps and would also be in conflict 
with current recommendations of the 
Centers For Disease Control and the Maine 
Bureau of Health which state that an 
employee with the AIDS virus should be 
permitted to continue working as long as he 
or she is able . . 
Upon being presented with copies of the 
AIDS legislation by the coordinator of The 
AIDS Project, Supt. Peter Greer stated that 
he recognized serious problems with the 
proposals that the committee was scheduled 
to vote on.that evening. He recommended 
that the committee postpone consideration 
until changes could be made. School Com-
mittee member Joyce Rogers called the pro-
posals "terrible" and recommended that 
rather than table them, the committee should 
reject them completely. "I don't \\'.ant to see 
this again," she said. Committee member 
Michael Asen, who was attending his final 
School Committee meeting, suggested that 
the only policy should be one which protects 
people with the AIDS virus from discrimina-
tion. After further discussion the commit-
tee voted 6-0 (with some abstentions) to re-
ject the policies. 
Supt. Greer and . School _ Committee 
member Brian Hawkins publicly thanked the 
Members of The AIDS · Project for their 
assistance l!,nd suggested that they keep in 
touch regarding fdrther policies that .might 
·be developed. 
At the same meeting the School Commit-
tee voted to establish a health clinic at Deer-
ing High School aimed at dealing with the 
problems of teen pregnancy (without di_s~n-
sing contraceptives). As part of the clime a 
day care facility for eight infants is to be 
established to allow teen mothers to remain 
in school and to teach parenting skills to the 
parents. 
MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB 
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AIDS from January until the man's death in As conference participants held hands and 
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In the month of July - Tburscklys and Sundays 
in the Front Lounge we will have Valerie Be:nneu 
from 9:00 until closing. 
She does ea\)' listemng, country western, and rock. 
- • .. - - - - _ t 
On the Fourth oJJuly 
We have the special Beer Bash from 4:00 to 8:00 
$ J .50 Millf!Y Pi.tche,:s 
On Sat., the Rfth 
NO·COVER BEFORE 9:00 
On Sun., the Sixth . 
Beer Bash, Free Buffet and Tan Line C9n~st 
with a $50. 00 Prize 
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Mainers March in Boston 
Pride Parad~ 
By Brenda Buchanan 
There's one thing that never changes 
about Boston' s Gay Pride Parade - year 
after year , the crowd-size estimates of the · 
police and the event' s organizers are about 
10,000 people apart. But it is also an annual 
phenomenon that both p_plice an~ parade of-
ficials give larger numbers each year than 
they did the year before, and that is more 
significant than pinning down the precise 
number of lesbians, gay men and friends 
who march proudly down Boylston Street, 
past the Public Garden and down Charles 
to Cambridge Stree_t, then up Tremont to 
Park, past the Massachusetts State House 
and down into Boston Common on the se-
cond Saturday in June each year. 
There were an awful lot of us this year, 
that is for certain. (For the record, the police · 
figured 27 ,000, and p~rade organizers 
estimated 35,000.) 
People were gathering in Copley ~quare 
as early as 10 a.m. for the noontime parade, 
some preparing (or the march by helping the 
Boston Aids Action Committee inflate what 
must have been several thousand green 
balloons, others simply milling about, 
gathering buttons and such for the march. 
Many people were handing out stickers 
depicting a pink triangle with the words 
·" Foster Equality' '. stenciled across it, a 
reference to Massachusetts' controversial 
policy which mandates placing foster chil-
dren in homes that are "normal" if at all 
possible, and which clearly defines lesbian 
and gay homes as something other than.nor-
mal . It seemed everyone in the parade and 
most of those lining the route wore the 
stickers . When we were passing the State 
House we were asked to take off our stickers 
and affix them to large ban_ners hung on the 
wall , so that Governor Michael Dukakis 
would be made aware once again of the les-
bian and gay community ' s outrage when 
organizers of the protest send _him the 
banners. 
That political issue and many others were 
plenty of just plain celebrating. 
Marchers - some individuals and some 
representing lesbian/gay religious organiza-
tions , social groups and political organiza-
tions - chanted and sang as they walked 
down the sun-drenched streets '. 
"Say it clear, say it loud, we are gay and 
· we_ are proud," was one popular· chant. 
" Faggots and fairies and dykes, Oh my!" 
was another. 
Maine was well represented, with con-
tingents from the AIDS-Line, the Harbor 
Masters, Our Paper and the committee 
working on a Portland pri1de march for '87 
carrying banners. · 
We were popular with parade-watchers. 
"Hey, Maine," spectator after spectator 
called out. "Good to see you here. " 
photos: Elze 
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Nffil Lt11'f 1'ooks 
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 207/596-0040 
We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality. 
· See our new section of gay fiction 
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30 


















Casselberry-DuPree: High Energy 
By Liz Brauer 
I never understood Deadheads until I 
saw Casselberry-DuPree on June 6 at the 
Conference O]l women and Power at 
USM in Gorham. Oh, my. If I were a 
groupie, Casselberry-DuPree would be 
my group. I knew I'd like them when I 
saw their publicity picture. Anybody 
who looks good with her mouth open is 
extraordinary. When I found out they 
needed a place to stay, I let my arm be 
twisted- after asking the roommates. 
In adoition to J . Casselberry · and 
Jaque DuPree , percussionist Annette 
Aguilar was in this gig. Roommate Terri 
and I spent the afternoon showing An-
nette and Jaque around Portland . We 
drove along the Eastern Prom and 
through the Old Port, particularly stop-
ping at Material Objects on Exchange 
Street. Next, we stopped to buy lobsters. 
Jaque and Annette's attitude was 
"When one is in Maine, one eats lobster." 
We picked out some lucky crustys, 
bought a pot and went home to feast. 
J ., meanwhile, had missed one flight 
from Boston and was waiting on another. 
She arrived at the USM gym at 7: 15 p.m. 
for the 8 o'clock show, through no fault 
of her hostess. In spite of the last minute 
rush, the sound check went smoothly 
and quickly, thanks to Phil Townley of 
Ebenezer Sound and Pixie Lauer. They 
were well-prepared and produced a great 
sound for the concert. But, gyms will be 
gyms, as the echo off the back wall 
attested. 
Now, for the-heart of the matter. How 
was the concert? I'll be honest. I'm no 
music critic. After 5 years of piano les-
sons, I could only do scales. Casselberry-
DuPree play many kinds of music. They 
.: 
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Casselberry and Dupree 
play a lot of reggae: Bob Marley (C-D 
played Stir It Up, The Redemption Song 
and Coming In From The Cold) and 
Jimmy Cliff (The Harder They Come). · 
Casselberry-DuPree describe country 
music as somewhere between Gospel and 
Rock. They proved it with their fendition 
of Take It To The Limit, which is on 
their just-released first album called City 
Down. They played the title cut, along 
with Positive Vibration and other orig-
inals. And, they performed On Children 
by Sweet Honey in the Rock. Every song 
was high energy, and the audience loved 
it. Casselberry and DuPree work so well 
together, it's hard to believe they live in 
different cities. Annette- Aguilar is an 
. , 
impressive percussionist. You can hear 
her on City Down and Michigan Live 
'85. Like I said, I'm no music critic, but I 
enjoyed this concert nearly as much as I 
did Joan Armatrading's. 
It is too bad the producer did .not pro-
vide an interpreter. A member of the 
audience questioned this absence, an 
indication of our rising sensitivity to the 
differently-abled. 
Casselberry-DuPree are making a 
repeat appearance at the Michigan 
Women's Music Festival in August. With 
one album undertheir belts, this duo will' 
have lots of groupies. Maybe if I sell my 
car .. .. 
Two Reviews 
Anne Waldman; Allen Ginsberg: Sunday, 
June lst, '86; Portland, Maine, U.S.A., 
Planet Earth. 
"Sandpaper husband" - "radar stalks 
for · ears". Nairopa, Sanders, Burroughs, 
Boulder Colorado, Blue Mosque, "Skin-
Meat-Bones"; you guessed it, among my 
few notes to Anne Waldman. Along with 
'electronics transposed to human voice,' 'In-
vocational and vocal violinistics somewhere 
perhaps between a I' Africaine and electric 
guitar, with repetitionisms as ballast'. My 
notes to "Invitational": 'Rabinistics, over 
readingers?' To, I can't make out if that's 
"Love" or "Lover": 'Obvious Lesbianism 
and rather reDonnedant.' 
She takes it all very personally, (am I 
reminded of The French stage redeclown-
ing Plastics in the 1860's?) and makes an 
excellent contrast to Mr. Allen Ginsberg , 
who, following, always, no matter how per-
sonally he actually does get, always manages 
to convey the impression of having stepped 
back a few paces to observe, and the better 
to amuse the listener with. Among my notes 
to him is the Gidean sentence: "Sincerity 
is the key to living in Eternity." 
At the beginning and end, for a few songs, 
(Mr. Ginsberg seemed to play a mandolin?) 
along with , my notes read; 'accompanying 
violin - guitar, A.G. monochordal mastur-
braceonal 'mandorlin.' He warmed the au-
dience with several new poems, a few old 
ones, and a conviviance that seemed to stem 
both from the familiarity and formality of 
a .Holiness, and the illusionment of poetry 
itself. 
I once spent a year around the corner from 
Mr. Ginsberg near Thompkins Square Park 
in Greenwich East Village Manhattan, ' · 
which is why !'offered to write this review . 
I might·never agree with his drugorationals 
in compliance with a rot civilization, as 
many others , apparently, but, and a very big 
but it is , I could never ever make lightly of 
his motherliness, his simple outgoing 
sincerity. I'm sorry to say, these last few 
years, he has not looked happy enough at 
all. Can I sing him a Ginsberg? 
(a.m.f. '86) 
And Art 
· Can't get away without a review of that 
very collageistic show at that cafe opposite 
the movies bottom of Exchange St., 
(Portland , Me.): "Alans Incredible 
Edibles " . 
As fairly full as it still looks maybe a week 
out at this writing (June 7, '86) , "some have 
been sold right off the walls" I was assured. 
Impossible to ever look at a collage of any 
kind without thinking of a Ray Johnson, The ' 
Daddy and Dadaistic Dada of them all , if 
you've ever seen any. These works by 
David Cedrone, many of them collages, 
modest in price, bold in concept, are bill-
ing the fill. In titles like "Birds and Blue 
Ocean'', '' Disco Dancin' ' , and some others, 
Mr. Cedrone definitely does what he sets out 
to do, surpassing the repetitioness of decora-
tional into 'art' , by a paintslide. 
I don't think anybody can be less than ap-
preciatively impressed with "Cake" 350 
dollars, and its few mentors, even if they 
hav_en 't ordered coffee. Possibly, the dar-
ing qualifications to the Reliquary on Con-
temporary terms are the most impres-
sionistic, intellectualy; 'I think I counted 
something like five separate works in that 
category. 
The utter moronistic simplicity of perhaps 
the third finger of a hand being definitively -
mentioned in one of the smaller pieces, (I 
can't find its title in my notes, if it has one), 
is not by any means the least of this show's 
delights. I could quibble with some col-
oristics in these several pieces as I do in most 
contemporary works, wishing for both 
simpler, bolder, and less raw, all at once. 
However, that's but a mosquito to the pud-
ding, here. Treat yourself to a visual, and 
go look. · 
(Up through first week July, I'm told.) 
(a.m.f.) 
discover new routes 
year round outdoor trips 
for women 
A SAMPLING OF 1986 TRIPS 
• southwest canoe trip on the· Kio Grande 
• spring backpacking in the southern 
Appalachian Mountains 
• horsepacking trip in northern Maine 
• kayaking the coast 
• island bicycle tours 
• trips for mothers and children 
• clinics and day trips - hiking, biking 
canoeing, kayaking 
CUSTOM TRIPS AND MORE ••• 
new routes 
242 Dartmouth St. Portland , Maine 04102 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Classifieds Announcements The Adventures of 
Great Vacation Escape just one ho~r north 
of ~ortland. Please join me in my peaceful , 
qmet, comfortable, clean, sunny and 
delicious Bed and Breakfast. 563-5552 , The 
Bittersweet Inn, Walpole , ME. 
HAIRY MEN! National adlists for bears 
and smooth or hairy trappers! If you love 
fur , this is the list! Information? Send $2 .00 
to: MAN HAIR, 59 West 10th St. , NYC 
10011 . 
Lover and friends wanted by GWM 40's, 
stable , secure , sincere, many interests, 
travel , antiques , carpentry, etc . Want mate! 
Sincere pen pals and friends also welcome . 
Ron . P .O. Box 1169, Sanford, ME. 04073 . 
Blueberry Cove - a children's camp for 
adults : July-Sept. workshops; Libana; 
w~~en 's building; log building; women 's 
sailing schools; women in recovery ; 
Crowsfeet and more. Write HCR 35 , Box 
520, Tenants Harbor, ME. 04860. 
Handsome, professional Bi - Looking for 
a companion and friend with similar interest 
in enjoying tender intimate moments , in-
tellectual stimulation , quiet , fishing , ·and 
light body building. 6 1, 172, Augusta . Will 
travel. Share my home. Write advertiser 
#19, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744 
Portland , Me. 04104. · ' 
Single Male, 36, would like to meet and 
possibly develop a relationship with a 
female . l am a slim, attractive, athletic, 
educated non-smoker . Very interested in 
health , exercise, and keeping fit. I am also 
gentle , warm , affectionate, loyal, an in-
. curable romantic, and give a wonderful foot 
massage. My likes are movies, sharing, car-
ing , quiet times , candlelight dinners, 
la~ghter, touching, ·pugging, sunshine and 
rainbows and a great love for the ocean, 
beaches, and roses. I really enjoy making 
people smile. It makesime feel good. If you 
want one, please write: Advertiser #18 , c/o 
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Me. 
04J 04. 
Two Lesbians seek 2 bedroom apartment 
or small house , prefer country setting within 
3-0 minute commute to Portland, non-
smokers , references available . Call 
839-2382 before 9 p.m. 
Apartment to share at country home in 
Lyman, Goodwin Mills Village, 7 miles 
west of Kennebunk. Call 499-7055 . 
Advi!rtising Manager wanted for Our 
Paper. Commission sales basis. Be a part 
of an exciting, fun enterprise. Call Fred 
at 773-5540 for details or write to Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Porqand , M E 
04104. 
Portland "T.B." Your Tampa "C" loves 
you. Dan . 
•' 
The Rape Cr~sis Ce~ter is looking for 
volunteers for its hotline. A free training 
program for interested women and men will 
be ~eld_ on :uesday and Thursday evenings 
beginning in June. Contact Susan Lavigne 
at 774-3613 or write P.O. Box 1371 
Portland, Me. 04i01. ' 
· The free dinner for 2 at L 'Anti bes 
Restaurant was won by Dale McCormick. 
The winning ticket was drawn at the Maine 
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance's June 
meeting in Portland. Proceeds from the raf-
fle were donated to Pinetree Political Ac-
tion Committee. 
l 
A Support Group for people with sero-
positivity , ARC , and AIDS is now meeting 
regularly. For futher information and/or 
referral call .the AIDS-Line at 775-1267. 
A Take Back the Night organizational 
meeting will be held at the YWCA, July 20, 
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Contact Karmit Hyman, 
44 Carter Street, South Portland , 04106. 
COME OUT WITH ME- Portland 
Pr!de '87, Plans for Maine's first Gay 
Pn?e March are. underway. An organi-
zat10nal meeting is being held July 25, 
from 7 to 9 p.m. at State Street Church 
159 State St., Portland. ' 
T?e G~y / Le~bian Alliance's Friday 
~1ght D1scuss1onGroup will begin meet-
ing every other week starting Friday, 
June 20th. For more information, con-
- tact G LA at 780-4085. 
Lynn Scott and · Pam White are seeking 
essays for an anthology relating to Lesbians' 
coupling experience. We are asking for 
writing that expresses the important aspects 
of the love relationship. Please query with 
SASE if you are interested and we will send 
you our letter explaining the project. Sub-
mit queries to: Lynn Scott and Pam White, 
Box 56, Millers Falls, MA. 03149. 
John Whyte MD of the AIDS Action Com-
mittee is planning a study of people w.ho 
have survived more than two years after be-
ing diagnosed with AIDS . To participate 
write to him at AIDS Action Committee, 
661 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116. 
'"' · The ·r~te for .classifieds is $4 for 30 
.words, 10¢ for each additional word. For 
personals a dd $'l for handling; All ads 
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Pa.per, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We 
ask that you not use sexually explicit 
language in your personals. Responses 
to personals will not be openeti by Our 
Paper and will be forwarded toyoutwice 
m"nthly. 
-
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Macho and Friendly 
A Lover s ' Spat 
by Bull O 'Nee 
When last seen Officer Marvin Maclw was 
rushing out of the courtroom after being 
awarded possession of a giant dildo. The two 
have been inseparable since. 
Tonight Macho and his dildo have decided 
to visit the local disco . As they enter the 
'Ground they are halted by the doorperson: 
"Six dollars please." 
' 'Six dollars? It says right here on the wall 
three dollars per person, " Macho points out . 
"And just below that it says, 'All sex toys .. 
over three feet charged full price' ," the 
doorperson counters. 
"Oh, okay ." They enter and head for the 
dance floor . 
Macho's former partner, Friendly, and his 
new lover Harry are also visiting the 
'Ground tonight: 
' 'Harry, do you see that number in leather 
across the room? Too hot!" 
"You're right. What's that thing he has 
his arm around?" · 
. "I think it's an art deco floor lamp. They 
JUSt redecorated this place again. Let's check 
him out.'' 
· As they approach, Friendly recognizes his 
triend Macho: "Marvin, what are you do-
mg here? - And who's your friend?!! 
"Friendly, good to see you old boy . This 
is my dildo.'' He gives it a loving pat on 
the head. "He's changed my life. I've come 
out at work and everything. Why didn't you 
tell me about this stuff?" 
"Well actually Macho, I'm not into .. . " 
" You wanna dance?" Macho interrupts. 
· ' ' S~re' ' Friendly responds . Macho grabs 
the dildo and they all head for the dance 
floor. 
' 'Macho, couldn 't you leave the dildo by 
the bar?" Friendly requests . 
"Are you kidding? I'd be crazy to leave 
him alone in this place! " 
"Well I'll see you later." -Friendly walks 
off the floor to meet a scowling Harry. 
" Friendly, Jthat was rude," Harry n 
confronts. · 
"I . can't help it. That guy's weird -
bringing his dildo to the bar." 
"Don't criticize what you don't under-
stand," Harry admonishes. " The Bible 
says, 'Judge not.' Besides if he 's not too 
weird for the PPD , who are you to 
complain.'' 
· 'Tm freaked. Let's go for a walk on the 
Congo ." 
' ' Ah yes , the Congo is lovely this time of 
night," Harry agrees. 
As they leave the "Ground," Harry tries 
to think of ways to calm Friendly. "Let's 
go for a ride in that new glass elevator 
around the corner," he suggests. 
"Are you kidding? Not the way you 
always try to grope me in elevators. " 
"Well then, let's cruise the Congo." 
"Sexiest thing I ever saw on the Congo 
was that Porteous window with all the legs ... 
lifted in the air," Friendly grumbles. 
· " Bitch, bitch, bitch. I think it's time to 
go home." 
(to be continued) 
AI DS-~ine 1-800-851-AIDS 
International News 
Funware! 
Foi Men & Women. 
Open daily 10-6, Sun. 12-5 
26 Milk Street 
in the Old Port 
Portland, Maine 








775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS 
M, W, F, 6pm to 9pm 
The AIDS Project 
P.O. Box 10723 
Portland, ME. 04104 
Bangor INTERWEAVE 
P.O. Box 8008 . 
Bangor, ME 04401 
-
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance 
Box 569 
Bates College 
· Lewiston, ME 04~40 
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC) 
c/o 87 Sunset Strip 
Brewer, Me. 04412 
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick 04011 
Central Maine Health .Foundation 
P.O. Box 3113 
Lewiston, Me. 04240 
AIDS Hotline 782-6113 
Chiltern !\'fountain Club 
P.O. Box 407 
Boston, Mass. 02117 
Feminist Spiritµal Community 
9 Deering St. 
P.O. Box 3771 
Portland, Me. 04104 
773-2294 
Lesbigay N~t"7ork======= 
. Fredericton Lesbians and Gays 
Box 1556; Statiol\ A :-
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Ca,iada 
Free To Be 
11 King St. 
Augusta, ME 04330 
Friends and Parents of Gays 
729-9843 (Brunswick) 
623-2349 {Augusta) 
GLM {Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton) 
C.P; 7102 
Riverview, N._B., Canada 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress St. 
Portland 04101 
Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
Portland 
Gay /Lesbian Spiritual Community 
125 Vaughan Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
207-773-1924 
Gay/Lesbian Alliance 
92 Bedford St. 
Portland 04102 
. 780-4085 
Gay Men's Support Association 
P.O. Box 3011 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 
Greater Bangor NOW 
P.O. Box 8026 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Greater Portland N.O.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Portiand 04101 
Harbor Masters Inc. 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Me. 04101 
LAGO-SJ {Lesbian and Gay Organization 
Saint John) 
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John 
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9 
Lesbian/Gay Committee 
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social 
Workers . 
P.O. Box 5112, Station A 
Portland, Me. 04101 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5245, 
Station A 
-Portland, Me. 04102 
Maine Health F~undation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland 04112 
Maine Lesbian Feminists 
P.O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 108 
Yarmouth, ME. 04096 
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for (l 
and Lesbian Rights 
P.O. Box 756 
Contoocook, N.H. 03229 
603-228-9009 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Me. 04736 
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
Seacoast Gay Men 
. P.O. Box 1394 
: Portsmouth, ~ 03801 
' UMF/Gay and Straight People's Allian 
, (G.A.S.P.) 
UMF 
Farmington, Me. 04938 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
94 Bedford St. 
Portland 04103 
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Righ 
(VLGR) 
Box 281 
Hinesburg, VT 05461 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
Women's Community Project 
P.O. Box 3733 
Portland, Me. 04104 
~========Meetings~======== 
SUNDAYS 
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for 
discussion , support , and planning - every 
Sunday , 8:30 p.m. in Hi rasawa Lounge, 
Chase Hall , Bates College, Lewiston. 
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday 
. of the month - business meeting, 1:00 
- pm, followed by a potluck. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the 
month. Meetings rotated throughout,state . 
See Calendar listing for location and time. 
Gay / Lesbian Spiritual Community-
125 Vaughan Street, Portland, Maine 
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-1924. 
Maine Connection AA Roundup, · sec.and 
Sunday of every . month, 2 :00 pm, 125 
Vaughan St. , Portland. 
MONDAYS <ti 
Feminist Spiritual Communit,Y - every 
Monday at 7 pm, Friends Meeting House, · 
Forest Avenue, Portla!ld, 773-2294, (come 
early). ·, 
Seacoast Gay Men - e ,ery Monday , 7-9 
p.m. (except lst Monday and holidays) . 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State 
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement), 
call Mark 207-646-2748 
Central Maine Health Foundation - fi rst 
Monday of every month at Sportsmans, 2 
Bates St. , Lewiston, 8 pm. Call Phil Ell is , 
784-5047 or 782-611 3. 
TUESDAYS 
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer 
at 7:30 pm. 
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tues-
day of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring 
St., Portland, ~:30 pm. 
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in 
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, 
First Parish · Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
Gay /Lesbian AI-Apon - every Tuesday, 
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 425 Cong'ress St., 
Portland . 
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of yays · -
second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, 
Brunswick, call 729-9843 . 
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues-
day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St., 
Portland. New members are welcome. 
. WEDNESDAYS 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) -
second Wednesday of the month -
Fredericton, N.B., Canada 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8 
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St., 
Bangor. 
I . 
VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights) meets the first and third Thurs-
day of every month at 7:30 pm at. the 
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St., 
Burlington. 
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of 
the month , Bangor City Hall , 7 pm. Call 
989-3306 for info .-
UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance 
.(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30 , 
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of 
ME. , Farmington 
Womyn Who Write - second and fourth 
Thursday , 7.-9 pm, USM Women 's Forum 
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083 . 
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening, 
6:00-9:00 p.m. , Suttot) Lounge, Memo-
rial Union, UMO. · 
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm, 
First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
FRIDAYS 
"Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoho 
Anonymous - every Friday, 7 :30 to 8 
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King 
Augusta. 
Gay/ Lesbian Alliance- every other ~ 
day at 7, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 71 
. 4085. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Fr 
_ 8-_9:30-:-- Gays ~oge~er in So 'ety SS 
D1scuss1on) Christ Ep1seopal Church, 
Lafayette Road, Portsmout , N.H. 
SATURDAYS 
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoh 
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Bl! 
Lewiston. 
Bangor lNTERWEA VE - meetings 
and 4th Saturdays at 8 pm at Universit 
lege Center, Texas Ave ., Bangor. C 
house and dance every Saturday from 
l at Univ. College Center, $3 . for 
884-7079 . 
Calendar=========================~ 
Saturday, June 28 
Women Outdoors Seawall Beach Day 
Hike. Popham beach area. Call Jill at 
725-8168. 
Sunday, June 29 
New Routes Caribou Mountain Day Hilce. 
Call Ruth at 772-1843. 
Thurs.-Sun., July 3-6 
Chiltern Mountain Club Acadia National 
Park trip. Call Michael at 617-522-9194. 
Sunday, July 6 
Charlie Howard Memorial Day, Bangor. 
Saturday, July 12 
Chiltern Mountain Club day hike, Mt. 
Cabot. Call Lindsay at 617-537-1919 . 
Sunday, July 13 
Women Outdoors southern Maine day 
hike. Call Trish at 247-4411. 
Sunday, July 20 
Chiltern Mountain Club Winnepesaukee 
Cruise and bike ride. Call Jose at 
' 603-569-1254. 
. Sunday, July 27 
Women Outdoors Evans Notch Day Hike. 
Call Nancy at 829-328_5. 
August 1, 2, & 3 - Maine Lesbian/Gay 
Political Alliance annual retreat to be held 
at Dick ' & Phil's in New Sweden, ME. 
,(Aroostook County .) This will be a camp-
ing/fun weekend . . _. plus . the Alliance 
meeting._ 
Restaurant 
at the Performing Arts Center 
27 Forest A~nue · 
772-0453 • Reservations Suggested 
